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WILL BE OFF FOR WASHINGTON'

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, January 29,1946

NEW CHIEF OF POLICE

Rockland Seniors and Juniors Who Will Make Jesse 0. Lmscott Appointed This Morning—
the Trip In April
The Washington Trip, to be tak
en this year by the Rockland High
School Juniors and Seniors, April
13-18 has this itinerary:
First Day, Saturday, leave Rock
land, 4.30 p. m.; 'leave Portland
(State of Maine Express), 9 p. m.
Accommodations provided in day
coach.
Second day. Sunday, arrive New
York (Grand Central Station), 7.23
a. m. Breakfast provided. Leave
Now York, (Baltimore and Ohio
RR), 8 15 a. m.. Enroute on streamlined train “Royal Blue.” Luncheon
4 in dining car. Arrive Baltimore,
12.14 p. m. Motor coaches in readi
ness upon arrival for trip to An
napolis; visit United States Naval
Academy and Old State House. Ar
rive Washington, 5.33 p. m. Hotel
accommodations, four persons to a
room with bath, and all meals pro
vided.
Third Day, Monday: Morning,
visit Smithsonian Institute, Wash
ington Monument, Archves Build
ing, Mellon Art Gallery. After
noon, Motor tour to Arlington Na
tional Cemetery (Tomb of the Un
known Soldier and Lee Mansion);
thence via Pentagon Building and
.
Washington Airport to Mount Vernon. Evening, visit Congressional
Library. 1
Fourth Day. Tuesday: Morning,
visit Bureau of 'Printing and En
graving, Pan American Union, Red
Cross Building, U. S. Capitol (with
guided tour of building) and Su
preme Court. Afternoon, motor
tour to Franciscan Monastery, Sol
diers’ Home, Episcopal Cathedral
(Tombs of Woodrow Wilson and
Adm. Dewey) and Zoological Gar
dens.
Fifth Day, Wednesday: Leave
Washington (Balimore and Ohio
RR), 9 20 a. m.. Luncheon served
in dining car. Arrive New York 2.10
M p. m.. Visit Radio City, with com7 plete tour of Rockefeller Centre
Buildings, including visit to obser
vation roof, 70 stories. Leave New
York (Grand Central Station).
Coach accommodations provided on
State of Maine Express.
Sixth Day, Thursday: Arrive
Portland, 6.46 a. m. Arrive Rock
land. 11.05 a. m.
The Seniors who have signed up
for the Washington trip are:
Walter
Glendenning, Donald
Clark. Maurice Nute, Robert MacWilliams, Sherwin Sleeper, Warren
George, Carl Blackington, Robert
Margeson, Molly Tootill, Franklin
Blaisdell, Florence Woodward, Betty
Pinkerton Doris Gray,*
___________________

Carl Gray. Norma Howard, Bev
erly Glendenning. Margaret Valenta, Barbara Koster, Avis William
son, Lois Winchenbach, Beth Blood,
Barbara Young, Lucille Mank, Flora
Hustus, Catherine Young, Barbara
Saunders, Margaret Haskell, Betty
Jane Heming. Edna Sherman,,
Dorethy Benner, Priscilla Ander
son, Joan Hunt, Frannie Snow,
Helen Paul, June Ames, Betty Gray,
Jeanette Gardner, Elizabeth MacPhail, Nadine Fuller, Margery
Young, Mary Watkins, Georgia
Jackson, Louise Barton.
Jenny Elliott, Virginia Mills,
Charlotte Cowan, Corinne Smith,
Marguerite Mathews. Carolyn Candage, Paul Payson, David Farrand,
George Bunker, Norman Drinkwa
ter, Herbert Brazier, George Mor
ton, Kenneth Chatto, Curtis Lind
sey, Cliqord Cameron, Raymond
Bowden, Dennis Trask, Robert
Achcrn.
The Juniors who have signed are:
Norma Bridges, Virginia Barnard,
Evelyn Clark, Ann Bartlett, Robert
McIntosh, Lois Rollins, Joan Winchenbaugh, David Hoch, Helen
Fickett, Barbara Lufkin, Colleen
Frye, Bernyce Perry, Lucy Radc
liff. Margaret Dorman, Kay Stev
ens,
Frank Ross, Gladys Cuthbertson,
Frank; Thompson. Donald McLel
lan, Dwight Chamberlain, Marion
Lunt, Kenneth Smalley John Suli
des, Harold Look, Cresswell Gamache, Albert Rogers, Mary Saw
yer. Leatrice Nut, Madeline Hoffses,
Anna Heino,
Bena Anastasia, Jane Perry,
Charles Gifford, Betsey Cooper,
Nathalie Post, Carolyn Howard,
Lorraine Curry, Marion Blake, Mary’
Hvonen, Alfred Butler, Walter
Drinkwater, Robert Teel, Elizabeth
Frazier. Sabra Perry,
Diane Curtis, Beverly Merchant,
Irene Anderson, Virginia Chapman,
Edith Dunbar, Thomas Smith, Lucy
MacLaughlin, Mary R. Carrillo,
Richard
Hutchinson,
Richard
Ludwig, Donajd . Kelsey, Robert
Gatcombe, Richard Ilvonen, Leo
Connellan, Caroline Young.

In Municipal Court

(By Sid Cullen)

City Council and Spectators
Listen Half an Hour To
Proposed Legislation
The ordinance governing the pur
chases made by the several depart
ments of the city of Rockland passed
last night In Its second reading and
public hearing in the City Council
rooms without opposition. Several
persons attended the hearing, many
more than has been the practice in
years past at meetings of the Coun
cil.
Ten new ordinances were proposed
and given their first reading by
Chairman Edward C. Moran, Jr.,
who turned the gavel over to coun
cilman (Jesse Bradstreet to permit
him to step down and make the
readings which consumed thirty
minutes.
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Soul Stirring Services
Every Evening and through
next Sunday

ORTSMENS

7.^ BOAT SHOW
k2“thru 10—
—BOSTON—
Open daily 1 to U pun.
All the old favorites
phis

many new features
ADMISSION:

Mate Sl.ee efciUrM 50<

MECHANICS
*
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The Rockland-North Haven mail,
freight and passenger boat. Maid of
All Work, captained toy Frank 14povsky of Nqrth Haven was lost in
the blizzard of last Friday morning.
The fact that the four persons
aboard. Captain Lipovsky, Ira Cur
tis of Rockland, brother-in-law of
Lipovsky and crew member, Lovell
Thompson of Camden and Elliot
Brown, of Brunswick is alive is
Willis R. Vinal
somewhat of a miracle.
The affairs of Knox Registry of
Captain Lipovsky related his ex
Probate are handled to the com perience to a Courier-Gazette rep
plete satisfaction of the patrons of
resentative yesterday morning after
that office. Willis R Vinal of War
ren herewith announces his can he had come to the mainland aboard
didacy for a second elective term. the SC 1356 which is temporarily
transporting mail and passengers to
He is popular with the electorate.
the island as an emergency measure.
He stated that he left North Ha
Thespian Initiates
ven about 8 02 a. m. and proceeded
on his usual course, through a blind
Twenty-Four Accepted Into ing rain storm but fairly calm seas
He continued out by the Fiddler and
Society—Service Was
the Drunkard and was within three
Impressive
minutes of 'the No. 1 trial course
The Thespian Society observed the buoy in the bay when twin seas
fifth anniversary of Charter Night. struck right together ripping off a
Thursday evening at 7 30. It was canvas covering over the forward
cockpit and filling it with water.
also a parents’ night with approx
Despite the fact that he slowed the
imately 50 parents attending.
craft down to meet the seas, she
A Court of Dramatic Consciences filled and went down by the head In
was conducted by the officers of a matter of seconds.
Curtis rushed below to start
' Troop 431 dressed as famous Greek
pumps and to close off any inlets
' playwrights: President, Paul Payfor the water tout barely escaped
son; vice president, Robert Achorn; with his life as the water rose to
Reed Is Appointed
secretary, Lucille Mank; treasurer his waist and was at his shoulders
Barbara Koster and historian, Betty before he made the ladder to get
Rockland Service Man Will Jane Heming.
out.
Twenty-four initiates were ac
Lipovsky came full power astern
Be Commissioner of Sea
cepted into the Society in an im on one-motor and full ahead on the
and Shore Fisheries
pressive
candlelight
ceremony. other to swing the boat but she
Those
initiated
were:
Jane
Perry, would not answer. He then, cut off
Captain Richard R. (Dick) Reed
Gertrude
Robishaw,
Lucy
Rackliffe,
the motors as gasoline was floating
of Rockland, who is on terminal
Carolyn Howard, Mary Sawyer, on the water and he recognized the
leave from the Army Air Forces,
Mary Rose Carillo, Georgia Jack- danger of fire or explosion and pos
was nominated last Friday to the son, Dorothy Benner,
Beverly sible loss of life of all aboard.
post of Commissioner of Sea and Glendenning, Joan Hunt, Nadine
The
saloon
windows
were
Fuller. Barbara Saunders, Meredith smashed, one by one, by floating
Shore Fisheries.
Confirmation of the appointment Shapiro, Franklin Blaisdell, Robert debris, both inside and out, filling
rests with the Executive Council Margeson, Leo Connellan, John her so that only two watertight sec
‘Sylvester, Earl Hayford, Robert tions in the stern were holding her
which meets Feb. 6
iMi^ (Williams. Clifford Cameron, afloat.
The appointment is for a four Robert Gatcombe, Harold Look,
Drifting stern first, the crew and
year term and carries a salary of Curtis Lindsey and Sherwin Sleeper. passengers huddled on the stern
A moment of silent prayer for and made the lift raft ready to
$4,5C0 per year, having been greatly
two
deceased members, Barbara launch and tieing the mail sacks to
increased during the term of the
La
'Salle
and Elmer Havener, was it. The ebb tide carried them
late Arthur Greenleaf.
held.
southeast and took them by the
Reed’s campaign for this office
outer
bell going into Vinalhaven,
The
following
Thespians
were
was first announced by The Cou
given
additional
honors:
High
nearly
close enough to put a line on
rier-Gazette, almost as soon as he
it.
After
they had drifted to the
Honor
Thespian,
Paul
Payson;
i
had landed in the United States
from Pacific duty and very shortly Honor Thespians, Gerald Bradley. second black buoy in the channel,
after the death of late commissioner Betty Jane Heming, Paul and Mal the tide turned, and they drifted,
Following a telephone call from him colm Shapiro; three-star Thespians, stern first up the bay where they
to former commissioner Rodney E Flora Hustus and Lucille Mank; passed the inner bell and went to
the northwest of Hay Island. A
Feyler under whom Reed start two-star Thespians, Louise Barton,
short
time later, they grounded
ed his career in the department 10 Robert Achorn, Carl Gray, Dennis
on Craggy Ledge to the south of
years ago, this paper was author Trask, Barbara Young, Frances
Dogfish
Island.
Snow
and
Kenneth
Chatto;
and
ized to announce his candidacy.
As soon after she hit, as the sea^
star
Thespians,
Barbara
Koster,
He is the first veteran of the late
would permit, they launched the
war to be appointed to a high State i Avis Williamson., Charlotte Cowan
raft At this time, they had been
office, unique also in the fact that and Florence Woodward.
adrift
one hour and forty-five min
Mrs Ruth Sanborn and Miss
he is a career man in State service
utes,
soaked
to the skin, in near
Bertha Luce provided the music for
and has no political affiliations.
zero
temperatures.
So battered and
the initiation.
cold
were
the
survivors
they were
Allston Smith, sponsor of the
Thespian Society, delighted his au unable to paddle the raft and just
dience with the reading, “I Remem had to let her drift. About 45 min
utes later, the raft drifted into
ber Mama."
Quarry
■ Cove on
Leadbetter's
Refreshments were served in the
Island.
They
crawled
ashore and
library bringing to a close the pleas
made their Way to the head of the
ant evening.
cove on their hands and knees.
They shaved an oar with their
Youth Groups Guests jackknives and made a fire which
The Young Peoples Groups of they fed from scrap wood and un
the Baptist, Methodist and Univer- derbrush cut close by. Once they
salist Churches will be guests of were a little warmed, Curtis and
the Comrade of the Way at six- Lipovsky started to search for shel
thirty in the Congregational Vestry, ter, locating the 'White-Kimball
Frederick W. Smith of The Chris Summer cottage which they broke
tian Civic League of Maine will be into.
the guest speaker. Illustrating his
Within the cottage, they made a
talk with pictures. Chief Comrade fire and boiled tea which they
John. Clifford Cameron will pre found. Later they found a thermos
side over the meeting.
bottle and started back to Brown

THE REVIVAL CONTINUES

SATURDAY NIGHT, FEB. 9
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BUILDING

At

Nazarene Church
Maverick Square
Inspiring religious sermtns

by the pastor-evangelist.

Rev. Curtis L. Stanley
Meetings every week night
at 7.30
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NATIVE EGGS WANTED

BASKETBALL
THOMASTON HIGH
vs.

SWIFT & CO.

LINCOLN ACADEMY

TEL. ROCKLAND 673
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H. W. C. Thanks God

7:30 P. M.

40c Tax IncL

A wise old owl perched atop the
electric light globe at the corner ot
Main and Summer streets Friday
night, apparently indifferent to the
remarks being made by an inter
ested group of spectators. Not be
ing invited in by anybody the bird
flew away for parts unknown.
In spite of the fact that The 'Cou
rier-Gazette devoted 56 pages to its
centennial edition advertising and
other material caused the omission
of much matter, including some 40
newspaper cuts. Fate ordained that
four of these should be Vinalhaven.
subjects knd the absence of illus
trations is lamented by our loyal
friends in the island town While
this is as deeply regretted by the
publishers as it is by the Vinal
haven people it should be borne in
mind that many Vinalhaven pic
tures have been published the past
year in connection with Sidney L.
Winslow's highly complimented his
torical sketches. And that, my good
friends Sanborn and Boman, is the
actual story of our ’much regretted
oversight.

Mrs. Leonard O. Packard of Need
ham, Mass., writes: ‘‘Not long ago I
read in an article by Walter
Pricharn Eaton a statement that as
a boy he had seen shadows cast by
the stars on the snow. The occa
sion was a brilliant starlight night
and the place a quiet country lane.
There was no other illumination
than the stars The shadows were
unmistakable. I wonder if any of
the Courier’s nature loving fans
have ever observed such shadows
The subject intrigues me;’
——O —
And now It seems, we are talking
to the moon or the moon is talking
to us, in, the form of a 180-cycle
note (whatever that may be.) Pres
ently we may be mailing them our
centennial edition.

Capt. Soule Arrives

—-o—
Reference to a minor traffic acci
dent in Friday’s issue brought to
light the singular fact that there
are no less than five Margaret
Simmonses in the county.
In
Rockland there are two—a Miss on
Masonic street, and a Mrs. ot
Holmes street (principal in the item)
In Friendship there are also two by
this name, and another in Port
Clyde.

Few women can outdo my friend
Philbrick When it come to the cu
riosity complex He wonders how
many remember the song popular in
the Eighties, one verse of which he
remembers—
Do not let your chances
Uke sunbeams pass you by.
You never will miss the water
Until the well runs dry.

Captain Gilmore W. Soule, Army
Medical Corps, arrived home Friday
following two years duty in the
Aleutians. Attached to the 397 Air
base Squadron, he served as medi
cal officer at various Alaskan and
Aleutians stations, with his unit
which supervised the tactical units
raiding the Kuriles He expects to
resume his medical and surgical
practice in Rockland as soon as
arrangements can be made for of
An insurance man who believes
fice space and upon Che end of his in being prepared for emergencies
terminal leave from the Army.
(Continued on Page Eight)

TUNE IN WRDO
AUGUSTA
1460 on the Dial at 12:45 Noonday

AND HOW!
The Courier-Gazette is very anxious to secure
whole copies of its centennial issue of Jan. 22 for
various technical purposes.

A dime a piece will be paid for all such papers, or
call 770 and one of our carrier boys will call at your
home for the copy.

(By The Roving Reporter)

After Mr. Cullen’s story had been
put in type another fine report was
received from The Courier-Ga
zette’s very good friend, H. W.
Crockett. From his letter the fol
lowing is quoted.
The four survivors had an ex
perience they will never forget and
the gloom that had shut down on
North Haven people as the night
that was approaching, with the feel
ing they had all gone to a watery
grave can never be expressed.
“Much credit is due these men for
the way they keep their heads and
fought the elements. It seemed to
be impossible that they would ever
survive such an experience.
“Much is to be said of the Coast
Guard who made every effort to
find them with boats and planes.
The North Haven people share with
these homes which had such an
anxiety that day for these men and
we thank Almighty God once more
his prayers were answered to spare
the lives of these men. If ever a
miracle was performed this is one
to think about.”

WE NEED THEM

Direction CAMPBELL* FAIRBANKS EXPOSITIONS INC.

III

and Thompson who had been left at
the original fire, with it. They got j
back at 2 20 and a short time later i
the whole group made their way |
back to the cottage.
Amost as soon as they got there,
a PBY rescue plane passed overhead
but did not see them They hoisted
a pair of dungarees to the top of
the flagpole and the plane spotted ‘
them on its second pass over the 1
island. Almost at the same time,1
they were located by a rescue party
comprised of Clyde Bickford, Donald |
Woodcock and Charles Philbrook,
all of Vinalhaven, who had been
searching in Bickford’s boat. They
had previously found the wreckage
of the Maid of All Work and had
planned to land on the island and
walk the shore, expecting to find the
crew and passengers in. the surf.
Bickford took Lipovsky. Brown
and Curtis to North Haven and
home while Thompson went to Vi
nalhaven to stay with Bickford un
til he could get a boat to Rockland.
It is reported that Thompson, will
be in bed for some time, recovering
from a torn ligament in his leg,
but the others, outside of bruises
are said to be in fair physical condi
tion.
The Maid of All Work was orig
inally owned by the Grace family
of North Haven and served as the
CGR 858 from the Rockland base
during the war. Sffld to the Cam
den shipyard, she was purchased in
September by Lipovsky who put her
on the regular run in December.
She is said to have cost $40,000
when new, was twin engined and
48 feet in. length.
Captain Lipovsky intends to ob
tain another craft and resume op
erations as soon as possible.

Services Sunday at
3jOO and 7.30

The public is warmly
welcome

The Black Cat

Dramatic Story of North Haven Mail Boat’s

Mr. Farnsworth stated that his
Jesse O. Linscott, 46, Rockland
Police officer since May 20, 1942, policy will be to make promotions
was this morning appointed Chief within city departments whenever
of Police by City Manager Fred D
possible, qualifications of the per
Farnsworth.
The appointmen is for a three sons in those departments permit
month’s probationary period. Fol ting He believes that this system
lowing this period, If proven tc be will atract well qualified persons to
competent, he will be confirmed as enter the administrative service of
Chief of Police; otherwise he will the city.
Under an ordinance proposed last
revert to the status of patrolman.
night
by the city council, the post
Linscott left today to work with the
of
Deputy
Chief of Police will be
Bangor Police Department for a
short period to acquaint himself abolished and the positions of
with modern police methods and to Captain of Police and Sergeant of
determine hew they can be applied Police established.
This. Mr. Farnsworth hopes, will
to the Rockland department. He will
'
lead
to the three platoon system
take office on the morning of Feb. 1,
for
the
department with the units
succeeding Charles M. Richardson
whose resignation becomes effective working three eight hours shifts
, with one of the three officers in di
the preceding day.
The salary for the position is rect charge and on duty with them.
$2,040 per year, or $170 per month. ! It is his belief that this system wlil
Linscott, who was the highest do away with the present unrest in
ranking candidate in the recent ex the city over police conditions rela
aminations, is a graduate of Wash tive to officers not being seen, on the
ington High School and served on sreets and on their beats at all
the Rockland Police force from 1924 times. Parolmen required to work
to 1926 as well as his most recent a 12-hour shift are in need of rest
period of duty. He served on the periods and must leave the street
School Board in the town of Wash occasionally. Under the eight-hour
ington from 1931 to 1937 and as a shift system, police officers will be
Scoutmaster of a local troop from required to be on active duty, either
1934 to 1937. He was employed by on their beats or on. assigned duties
Medomak Camps from 1928 to 1937, at all times throughout their shift
Appointments to he posts of Capfollowing which he entered the em
ain
and Sergeant will come from
ploy of Cushman Baking Company
the
present
personnel of the depart
as a salesman until 1940. later being
ment
if
possible
with examinations
an automobile salesman until he
being given for the positions.
entered the department.

WATTS HALL
THOMASTON

>0

LIVES SAVED BY MIRACLE
Loss Told To The Courier-Gazette

Ordinances Read

ISSUE

Volume 101.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 9

Studying Now in Bangor

Charles Curtis of Warren was
fined $10 and costs in Municipal
Court yesterday morning on charges
of killing mink out of season. Ac
cording to testimony, the mink was
caught in a muskrat trap owned
(Continued on Pate Six)
by Curtis who sold the skin instead
of turning lt over to the State as
required by law. The arrest was made by Warden William F. Davis.
Irwin H. Wass of Rockland was
fined $10 and costs for hunting rab
bits without a license.
THOMASTON HIGH SCHOOL
A Rockland man was fined $10
SENIOR CLASS PLAY
and costs on charges of drunkenness
after being arrested by Patrolman
“Two Gentlemen
John Post for committing a nuis
ance in the entrance to a Main
And Verona”
street store. The court ruled that
Produced by permission of
he could not be arrested for that
Rev. Peterson
act, but added $5 to the costs to
A MODERN COMEDY
allow for recompense.

CURTAIN AT 8 O’CLOCK
Admission 50c Inci. Tax

Registry Candidate

FOUR CENTS A COPY

TUESDAY

Your Smiling Master of
Ceremonies—Smilin’ Ernie
See Page 3

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
It I had my life to live Main I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Oharles
Darwin.
SCARS
You sent me, once a picture of a tree.
A cypress, twisted, tortured by the wind
You spoke no word.
The picture
spoke to me
Words that your Itps, perhaps, had
failed to find.
That tree had no self-pity. Strong
and free,
Though merciless storms had bent lt.
still it stood
And clung upon Its cliff above the
sea.
A monument to endurance, wrought
In wood.
That tree had character. It wore Its
scars
With patience and with grace and
dignity:
It stood there, ageless as the ageless
stars.
You sent your message through that
twisted tree.
Now you yourself have hurt me. and
the pain
Is deeper for the words you will not
say:
Cruel winds are beating, twisting me
again

But tn my desk I found your tree,
todayBeatrice b. /uiieoa

The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK

THEY WORKED FOR PEACE

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier
Rockland, Jan. 23. was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I wish to extend my hearty con These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
gratulations as well as my apprecia Subscriptions $3 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
tion, to the editor of The CourierGazette, and to the other able per
sonnel of the paper for the superb
[EDITORIAL]
set-up, the excellent historical ar
Rcy L. Femald’s opposition to the .pro
ticles, the wonderful photos of out
posed
hundred million dollar highway
FERNALD
standing and prominent people, the
from Kittery to Fort Kent, voiced here
assortment of pictorial landmarks,
GOES TO
HEADQUARTERS on two public occasions, led him to re
and the fine advertising layout all
quest a statement from the Public Roads
of which added up in making this
Administration.
It
came last week in the form of the follow
One Hundredth Anniversary Edi
ing
letter
from
H.
S.
Fairbank, the deputy commissioner:
tion in. my humble judgment one of
The
report
"Toll
Roads
and Free Roads" was prepared by
the best it has been my privilege to
this
organization
when
it
was
a part of the Department cf
see.
Agriculture; subsequently we were separated from that de
You all did a swell job! The peo
partment. The general conclusions presented in the repert
ple of the city and the surrounding
are just as sound today as when they were originally presented.
The conclusions were accepted by the President and in effect
communities should all feel justly
were accepted by the Congress when it passed the Federal-Aid
proud of such an institution, and
Highway Act of 1944 providing for the designation and im
the noble and inspiring record it
provement cf a National System of Interstate Highways. This
has made during the years in news
system will include the most heavily traveled main roads
which are the cnes where toll operation would be most likely
paper reporting.
to succeed. The conclusions of our report have been widely
Permit me to say, I shall always
accepted. We do not anticipate any general trend toward the
prize my copy as something of real
construction of toll roads in rural areas and such a statement
value, and look back with pride of
would likely be Interpreted as an indication of fear of such
being a pastor in the city of Rock
a trend.
land on such a historical occasion.
Rockland gets almost nationwide adWishing you even greater success
“MAINE
vertising as the result of the new industry
and a brighter future, I am
HAS MUCH which is coming here, and we have no
Rev. C. Wendell Wilson.
TO OFFER”
doubt that some envious eyes are being
cast in our direction. The Press Herald
Boy Scout Rally
under the caption, "Rockland Moves Up” said:
The Knox County Boy Scout rally,
The State will receive with satisfaction the good news that
Rockland is presently to be the home of a million-dollar fish
originally planned for Feb. 13, has
processing industry that will give employment to a great many
been advanced to the night of Feb
people. There is every reason for selection of Rockland as the
6 so as not to conflict with other
site of this project; and the added prosperity which will flow
affairs scheduled for the same night
into the city will be most welcome. It is time for big business,
and small business, also, to wake up to the fact that Maine has
In the city.
much to offer many an industry. What is about to happen in
The Cub Scouts will start off the
Rockland could happen in many another community. Good
demonstralon with the events list
salesmanship and plenty of it can do wonders for the State.
ed below following in the order
If we mean business, we can get business.
given:
Competitive games, lire by fric
With the war over, and the Retion, signalling, semaphore and
SENATOR
publicans easy of conscience in the
Morse code; fire by flint and steel,
GEORGE’S
knowledge that they had stood loyally
CHARGE
with the Administration it was not to be
signal flag relay, demonstration by
expected that a division of opinion might
the Sea Scouts, first aid relay, knot
not arise over domestic issues. And lo! the rocky road to
tieing race, compass game, demon
Dublin has already put in appearance, and in the instance
stration by the Sea Scouts, stand
here quoted it comes not from Republican sources. A United
ing broad jump, relay, dressing
Press despatch dated Jan. 17 said:
race, crab and monkey race, dem
“Southern Senators began mustering for a filibuster
onstration by the Sea Scouts,
against
fair employment legislation today after Senator Wal
blanket rolling race, chariot race
ter F. George, Dem., of Geoigia, angrily shouted, ‘If this is all
closing ceremony.
Harry Truman has to offer, then God help the Democratic
party’.”
Boys of Cub and Scout age, 9-16
free.
The havoc caused by fires over the
MANY
week-end
furnished sad news from radio
Firemen To Eat
WEEK-END
listeners, supplemented yesterday morning
TRAGEDIES by the news that four more lives had been
And Will Then See Mechanics
lost in Maine. The record shows that
four died in a St. Louis hotel fire; 10 in a Kansas City apart
Of Fire Demonstrated By
ment house; three in an East Side tenement fire in New York;
Expert
three in Skowhegan and one in BuAsport. At Charleston,
West Virginia, four were injured as 275 guests fled a hotel
Fire Chief Van E. Russell this
fire. Bad enough to be turned out into zero weather, but
morning announced tlie plans for
terrible the fate of those who cannot make their escape.
the Fire Department annual ban
quet which will be held at the
The task which confronts the State
Community Building the night of
BUCKING
Highway
Department in keeping the roads
Feb. 15.
HEAVY
clear
after
storms such as we have experiThe banquet, to which admission
DRIFTS
enced this Winter is one which the general
is by invitation, will be held in the
public little understands. The Arnold
beano room at 6.30.
Trail
between
Jackman
and the Quebec border was opened
Following the banquet, Chief
Sunday
but
it
took
one
plow
crew 14 hours to buck the threeRussell will present Theodore W.
foot
drifts
for
a
distance
of
25
miles. The highway had been
Gunn, an engineer of the New
blocked during a three-day snowfall.
Hampshire Board of Fire Under
----- — ■— ------------------------------------------i
writers in a one and one-half hour
show on the mechanics of fire. Mr.
Gunn is nationally known for his
ability as a fire engineer and for
his demonstrations, having ap
peared on one occasion over tele
vision in Chicago.
Tlie members of the four ParentTeacher associations are to be in
vited to the demonstration which
CITY OF ROCKLAND MAINE
will start at 7.30 in the auditorium,
together with the students of the
OFFICE OF CITY MANAGER
High Scool.

A Pastor’s Praise

Applications for the position of police officer
will be received by the City Manager up to 5 P. M.,
February 1, 1946.

LINOLEUM
FOR MEN ONLY
Why not give your wife a nice
Christmas present, that she will
enjoy for many a Christmas to
come. By giving her a beautiful
Sidewall or Inlaid* Floor or a
pretty Lock Roof, all Fireproof.
JUST CALL

TRINIDAD ROOFING CO.
11 PARK ST., ROCKLAND

Appointments to two positions will be made
under the merit system, based upon written and
oral examinations.
i
Applicants must be between the ages of 21 and
32, United States citizens and residents of Rock
land. Minimum height must be five foot nine inches
with a minimum weight of 145 pounds and a maxi
mum weight of 180 pounds. Maximum height is six
feet three inches with a minimum weight of 175
pounds and a maximum weight of 225 pounds.

Veterans will be givfen a five point preference
in the examinations.

• •

iss*:

The new address of Pfc. Neal Far- • more than 225 ships of the “Magic
rell of Owl’s Head is: Pfc Neal L. Carpet” which is rapidly returning
Farrell, 31400440, Sec. B.
594 to the States the 1,452,000 soldiers,
A.A.B.U., Topeka, AAB., Topeka, sailors, and marines remaining in
the Pacific on Jauary 1, 1946 Be
Kan.
e * • •
fore the Japanese surrendered this
Arrived at Seattle: T-5 William ship operated with fast-striking
Task Force 58, providing fighter
E. Matson, Warren.
Arrived at Tacoma: Sgt Milton and bomber offensive power in the
US. island-to-island campaign and
R. Eugley, Waldoboro.
♦ ♦ • *
participated in the final air, sur
With the 11th Airborne Division face and undersea blockade ol
at Sendai, Japan (delayed)—Pfc. Japan, which led to final surrender
Edward C. Sylvester, a 28-year-old although enemy armies were largely
Rockland, member of the 11th Air intact and a large air force re
t
borne Division is now entitled to mained
• ♦ # ♦
wear the much prized wings of a
Maxwell Field, Ala.—After serv
paratrooper. Having completed a
ing
more than four years with the
rigorous training program and pol
Army
Air Forces, Tech. Sergeant
ishing it off with five qualifying
Richard
C. Knowlton, 50’6 Sum
Jumps. Sylvester not only re
ceived l>is wings but became one of mer street, Rockland, recently was
the first of the Occupational troops honorably discharged at MaxiwelJ
to complete parachute training in Field Separation Base, Ala.
Sergeant Knowlton came here for
Japan.
Sylvester was inducted in March, discharge from Headquarters o1945, and after receiving basic Air Transport Commands Carib
training came overseas in, October, bean Wing, West Palm Beach,
If. 15. He joined the 11th Airborne Fla , where he served as Flight En
Division on the homeland of Japan,. gineer.
After entering the service in
His father, Edward Sylvester lives
October,
1941, at Portland, he was
at Limerock street.
assigned to Air Transport Command
•
♦ ♦ • *
John Proctor of Rockland, who and has made ten ocean crossings,
was recently discharged from duty spending five months overseas in
with the corps of Military Police the European Theater of Operation.
with which he served in the Eur He has logged over 2000 flying
opean Theatre has reenjisted. He hours. He is the son of Mrs
was commissioned as st Lieutenant Elizabeth C Knowlton of the above
during the war but will revert to address and before entering the
his former rank of Master Sergeant, service was a student at the Univer
which he held before the war, for sity of Maine.
• • * •
purposes of retirement.
* • * •
On the USS Robinson (Delayed)—
Sergeant Meredith P. Dondis has William F. Brackett, seaman, first
been, discharged from the Port De class, 5 Grace street, pi., Rockland,
tachment of the 9207th Technical and Maurice A. Torpacka, fireman,
Service Unit and has returned second class of St. George Road,
Thomaston are serving on, this
home.
• • • •
destroyer en route to San Diego,
The Coast Guard section com Calif., after bringing to an end the
missary, which has occupied the longest stay in Shanghai to be made
old Haskell store at the corner of by any U. S. ship since the end of
Water and Ocean streets for the the war
past three years, has been moved
The Robinson became known as
to the Coast Guard Base. This “a lucky ship" after being the only
move is in keeping with the con one of eight destroyers in her
solidation of units which Is taking Squadron not to suffer a hit. She
place since the Coast Guard was re saw action at Tinian, Saipan, the
turned to operation of the Treasury Palaus, Leyte, Tarakan, Borneo.
Mindoro, Luzon. Lingayen Gulf, anc
Department.
* ♦ » »
other island invasions and the Bat
On the USS St. Paul—William tle of Surigao Strait.
Russell Jordon, 19, fireman, second
The good fortune is creidited by
class, 90 Broad street, Rockland, is crew members to their mythical
returning to the United States on mascot, known as "Little Robby,’’ a
this heavy cruiser after several gremlin who makes his home on
months of sea duty. The St. Paul, the masthead.
* * * •
flagship for the Yangtse River Pa
trol Forces, left Shanghai Jan. 7
Arrived at New York: Pic. Benja
and is to arrive at San Pedro, Calif, min J. Kaler, Friendship.
late this month.
The cruiser, commissioned in Feb.
Read The Courier-Gazette
ruary, 1945, took part in the final
assaults on Japan with the 3rd
OPPORTUNITY
Fleet.
• • • •
The Electrolux Vacuum Clean
Pearl Harbor, T. H —Thomas
er Corporation has an opening
Aylward, MMS2c of Rockland, and
Forrest Adams, C.M.2c, of Thomas- for one man in Rockland and
vicinity to handle Sales and
i ton are among the 3.141 high-point
Service. Man must be able to
veterans whom the Navy is re
furnish references.
turning to the States for discharge
For Personal Interview Write
aboard the U SS. Ticonderoga, a
large carrier of the "Magic Carpet'
Electrolux Corp.
fleet. This ship left Okinawa, Jan.
477 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND
6, for San Francisco.
7-8
The USS. Ticonderoga is one of

I-HAVE A FEW

RANGE BURNERS
FOR SALE OR INSTALLATION
Heat Engineering my Specialty. I will gladly survey your home
for proper heating unit installation, (any type) at no cost to yon.
Equipment will probably be available, in the near future.

H. E. OSBORNE
QUALIFIED HEATING ENGINEER
ROCKLAND,
P. O. BOX 596.

TRINIDAD

COLD AND ICY WEATHER

ROOFING CO.

IS HERE TO STAY!

HIGHEST LEGAL

O.P.A. PRICES
Clean Used Cars
MILLER’S GARAGE
DE SOTO. PLYMOUTH
ROCKLAND. ME.
85-tT

Rockland Lost Return Game
In Augusta But Scared Day*
lights Out of Cony

Augusta, Me,, Jan. 22.
Mrs Kathleen S. Fuller,
Associate Editor:
On the occasion of the 100th An
niversary of The Courier-Gazette
today you must indeed feel very
proud of the vital part your news
paper has played in the develop
ment of Knox dounty.
The 100 years of alert and con
structive service your paper has
rendered the people of Knox Coun
ty is reflected in the progressiveness
of your County and its people.
With courage and intelligence your
paper has fought the battles of the
people and I hope that the people
of Knox County can depend upon
the same qualities of leadership in
the next 100 years.
With personal regards,
Horace Hildreth.

The Rockland High School team
lost out in its return game with
Cony High of Augusta Saturday
night, but the Capitol City team
knew it had been in a real fight.
The Kennebec Journal thus reports
the game:
Cony garnered revenge for a pre
vious loss at Rockland with a 31 to
28 victory here Saturday evening,
but the win for the Rams came
only after nipping a comeback by
the invaders that had seen them
draw within a point of the lead dur
ing the final four minutes of ac
tion,.
Cony's top scorer. Bud Rand, net
ted Cony's only pair of four quarter Rand
4
2
0
shots and the second pushed the Lee . . ..
1
1
0
Rams into a decisive 31 to 28 lead O’Brien,
3
1
1
that held as the game ended.
y
McCullum, rb ...... 3
3
The Rams dominated play during Ingraham
0
0
.......... 0
the first three periods with Coach Macomber, lb ...... 2
4
0
Dana Dogherty subbing frequently.
—
—
—
Cony led 11-6 as the first quarter
31
5
Totals
13
ended. 18 to ill at the half, and 27
1
Rockland
toel6 as the third session drew to a
G
F Pts.
close.
1
Holden, lb
1
0
Shooting far off form with only F. Bartlett, c ...... 0
0
0
13 of their 66 shots finding the nets, Murgita
6
3
0
the Cony five in turn, fo/ced Rock McClellan, rb ...... 2
7
3
land to hurry its shots and shoot Kelsey, If
6
3
0
from outside their zone during much Marsh, rf
8
2
3
of the evening, and the Lime City Teel ...
0
0
0
club’s 11 completions in 48 tries was
only slightly better.
28
11
6
Totals
Rockland jumped into an early
Referee: Nannigan, Mudge.
lead in the first quarter when Mc
Time 4-8s
Clellan found the net with a one• • • •
handed toss after two minutes ol
Rockland Junior Varsity playing
scoreless action. MoCullum's foul out of their class bowed to an ag
kept Cony’s early hopes alive, lut gressive rough Cony five, by a final
Murgita stole the ball in the back score of 30 to 14.
court and scored, followed by Marsh
A. Bartlett was Rockland’s high
to boost the invader’s margin to man with six points.
6 to 1.
Rockland Jayvces
Macomber clicked on a one-hand
• G.
F. Pts
toss while coming in from the back Lunt, rf ............... 0
(
0
court and Brown followed witn an Thompson, rf ...... 0
0
(
other six-pointer to put Cony on j Connellan, If ...... 0
C
0
top at the six minute mark with a I Kaler, If ............... 2
0
4
lead they never relinquished. Brown A. Bartlett, c ........ 3
0
6
again scored, taking a long pass Hay ford, c .......... 0
0
0
from Lee anil dribbling in for a Hughes, rf ......... 1
0
layup.
Magita, rg ........... 0
c
0
Sprague’s layup gave Cony an 11 Powell, lg ............ 1
1
0
to 6 margin at the en 1 of the first Shapiro, lg .......... 1
1
0
quarter.
Cony held a seven to five scoring
Cony Jayvees
edge in the second session as they
G.
Pts
F
continued to lead and control play. M. Bradford, rf ... 4
9
1
Rockland was only able to get but Noble, rf ............... 0
t
0
10 shots into the air while Conv B. Folsom, If ....... 4
f
0
was trying 16 with a 3 to 2 edge in Michard, If ......... 0
C
0
completions.
12
T. Murray, c ....... 5
2
Brown, Lee with a foul. McCul- H. Ellis, c ............ o.
(
0
lum and Macomber combined for P. Weaver, rg ..... 0
I
0
the Rams seven points in the sec W. Ellis, rg ......... 0
0
0
ond quarter while Murgita, Kelsey Russell, rg .......... 0
(
0
and McClellan with a foul scored E. Daggett, lg ..... 0
0
0
for Rockland. Cony led 16 to 8 mid Judkins, lg ........... 1
j
0
way through the period, but the in
—
—
—
♦ ♦ ♦ *
vaders pulled up to 18 to 11 at
Waldoboro A Winner
half-time.
Excellent team work played its
The third period was almost a
part
in Waldoboro's victory ovei
replay of the second as Cony con
Lincoln
Academy at Waldoboro
tinued to hold the edge, more so
Saturday
night. The score was 30
than their 9 to 5 scoring edge would
to
28,
and
were those home fans
indicate. Brown, McCullum and
delighted.
Hunter
of the Academy
O'Brien scored to boost the Rams'
total to 23 against 12 for Rockland team was high man with 12 points,
early in, the session, but in the re while Ralph led for Waldoboro with
maining minutes were even with 9.
Waldoboro (30)
both teams clicking on four points.
O
F
P
Trailing 27 to 18 as the final
7
1
Woodbury, If ..... ........ 3
quarter got underway, Rockland
7
Morse, rf .......... ......... 2
3
pressed to cut the margin and suc Ralph, c .............. ........ 4
9
1
ceeded with Marsh and Kelsey Heyer, lg .......... ........ 0
0
0
clicking for two-pointers and Marsh Currie, rg .......... ........ 3
7
1
on a foul, (Bud Rand halted the
—
—
Lime City tide with a basket to put
6 30
Totals ............ ........ 12
Cony ahead 29 to 21, but McClel
Lincoln Academy (28)
lan came down the middle to offset
P
F
G
the point and make good a foul Sprague, If ....... ........ 1
1
3
try on, the previous shot to cut the C. Berry, rf ....... ........ 4
9
1
Ram margin to 29 to 24.
2 12
Hunter, c ............ ........ 5
Kelsey and Marsh came through W. Berry, lg ..... ........ 2
4
0
0
with another pair of baskets to draw W. Roberts, rg ... ......... 0
0
—
—
Rockland up to within a point of
Totals ............ ........ 12
4 28
the lead at 2 to 28. The Sea-Siders
Referee, Guay. Time, 4-8’s.
continued to press but failed to find
the net with any of three attempts
and Bud Rand’s set shot clinched
TO-NIGHT
the game.
TOMORROW AIRIGHT
Cony
DependaWe

G
F
Hallowell ............ 0
0
Brown, rf ...... ....... 4
0
Sprague, If .......... 10

Pts.
0
8
2

4//-VKGKTABL1
LAXATIVK
CAUTIOm Hll OMIV AI OltfCTIM

TEL. 574

Now is the time for ICE CREEPERS. We have
them, both reversible and straps.
Your Overshoes, Rubbers and Boots can be re
paired. We carry a full line of Felt, Cork and
Leather Insoles for boots. We have Straps, Laces,
Rawhide, Shoe Dressings, Polishes and Cleaners of
We repair Ski Boots, Ice Skates, Loafers and
Heavy Work Shoes. We have Brown Rubber Heels
and Soles (no mark).
x
SERVICE WHILE YOU WAIT

PROGRESS SHOE REPAIR
475 MAIN ST.

“At The Brook”

ROCKLAND, ME.

9‘lt

TALK OFT

Convicts Made Happy
One Discharged From Prison;
Sentence Of Another
Lessened

1 J»n. 29—Silver tea 1
Auxiliary at Bok Nurs<
Feb. 1 (8 p m.)
presents guest progr
vestry.
Feb
13—Third
1
American Legion Au
Thomaston.
Feb. 13-14—Junior <
Rockland High Schoo
Feb 15—Annual bar.
Fire Department at
hall
Feb 01—Klwanls Cli

Justice Murray was in Rockland
Friday holding a hearing in the
equity case Hedley V Tweedie vs.
The Knox Academy of Sciences and
Arts, and also heard a writ ot
habeas corpus and a writ of error
brought by Edward Hodgdon, of
Presque Isle, and Simon P. Cote, ot
Waterville, respectively
Hodgdon was sentenced to State
Prison in November 1941 for assault
with intent to rape and was sen
tenced not less than five years and
not more than eight years The
sentence was declared erroneous as
only a sentence for a definite term
was authorized by statute and the
five years, with time off for good
behavior, having expired January
3 of. this year, he was discharged
from Prison.
Cote was sentenced not less than
four nor more than eight years, but
the indictment only charged simple
larcency in which the maximum
penalty provided by law is five
years. The Court ruling that the
wording of the indictment failed to
state an aggravated larcency, that
sentence meted was erroneous and
it was revoked and a sentence of
2)4* to 5 years imposed in place
thereof, commencing June 8, 1943,
the time of thev first sentence.
Christopher S. Roberts, of Rock
land, appeared for the prisoners and
Nunzi F. Napolitano, Assistant At
torney General, for the State of
Maine.

at Community Buildu

Feb.
28 -Public
women of Rockland
City Manager Farnsw*

Patrolman Georgi
city police force hi
resignaton, effective
The annual meetn
H. Newbert Associat
Friday night at th’
pie with Mrs. Bci
Mrs. Frances Moist
tie Davies in chargt
The annual report
will be given and
cers.

Rev. Dr Francis
Mrs. O'Brien left
for Brooklyn, Dr
cepted the in.vitatic
wood Baptist Chun
the ad interim pas
Dr OBrien was th<j
tor of the Greenwoc
was most prosperous
lstry. He will be
definite stay. He h
an invitation to st
Aven.ue Baptist Chi
capacity. While ii|
and Mrs. O’Brien
Hotel St. George

Commodore Coming
Townsend Club N
to Rep. Margaret S
tures for the Town
more petitions are
These are on the
Congress according
sional Record sent
by Mrs. Margaret
After the club’s m«
night Mr. Glovsky
members at the Friei
ing the Townsend
25 cents a year.

Johnson Of Augusta To Visit
Ship Red Jacket Wednes
day Night
Commodore Johnson of Augusta
is expected to visit the Sea Scout
Ship Red Jacket fcr its annual in
spection tomorrow night. He will
be accompanied by other Scout
officials who will assist in conduct
ing the inspection.
Ken Chatto and Curt Lindsey
have painted the deck while Bob
Chatto. Cliff Cameron and Bob
Gatcombe have constructed a new
sign for the building, replacing the
lifering which has served fcr several
years and which has been moved
to the rear entrance.
A new picture of the Red Jacket,
famous Rockland built clipper ship
for which the organization is named,
has been presented the ship by
Lieut. Miles Sawyer USMS.

MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTION
SERVICE

“RAY” SHERMAN
76 MASONIC STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
PIIO^E 1168

. ....

1

Mrs. Arthur Jon
tain the members o:
ent-Teachers Asso
home tonight. Ch
program for the in
Clifton Cross and
freshments will be
direction of Mrs. 1
Edwin Libby R«j
hold p beano party
Friday 7.30 p. m.

Visit Clinton F.
trlst for a pair of

Old

County Road

Hours 2 to 5 and 6
day, Wednesday

Phone 590. City.
ELECTRICAL
WIRING, REFRIG
SMALL APPLIAJ

“EDDIE'
TEL. 1102-M (>
Write 38 Talbot

‘•’J

>5.

Busy Men Have

Other Thoughts
I

r

Men whe are busy like to know
that they always look fresh in

It helps them do

their clothes.
a better job.

•

»

And that is why so many of

them rely on Gregory’s to keep

BERWIND’S

all kinds.

PAID FOR

Thanks, Governor

Basketball
Battles
. t
'*

92-tf

TEL. 1194 or 1213-M
For Free Estimates and Time
Payment Plan.

Tuesday-Fri

Tuesday-Friday
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them looking smart.

MEMO

Just Tile your wishes with us

ROCKLAND

NEW RIVER
COAL

and we 1, keep you advised on the

A Coal You Can Count On

Week-End Cases

A completely equipped Photographic Service*
that guarantees every job.

IDEAL FOR HAND OR STOKER FIRING

In Colors—Blue and Maroon

PROMPT DEPENDABLE DELIVERY

SIDNEY L, CULLEN

Rockland & Rockport Lime Co., Inc.

GREGORY’S

TELS. 390
U0-112 LIM1

TOP TO TOE OUTFITTER*

Ambulanc

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
Industrial, Insurance, Real Estate, Marine, Weddings
photographed whenever and wherever you wish.

Group Photos of Clubs and Schools

TEL. 907-W OR 770, TflE COURIER-GAZETTE

TELEPHONES, ROCKLAND 428 OR 1150-W
102-tf
■
— ■ -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ---- - --- -- -- -- -- -- --

GRaNITE

0 LINDSEY ST

latest.

TELEPHONES, RG

Children’s Snow Suits

U8-tf

THOM

Children’s Legging Suits
Fcr Dresswear
Ladies’ Overnight and

BU
Funera!

416 MAIN ST..

TEL. 204

ROCKLA
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Honor This Pin!

TALK OF THE TOWN

lade Happy
ed From Prison;
Of Another
sened

J*n. 29—Silver tea by Knox Hospital
Auxiliary at Bok Nurses' Home.
Feb. 1 (8 p. m.)—Ryblnsteln Club
presents guest program, Universallst
vestry.
Feb
13—Third
District Council,
American Legion Auxiliary, meets in
Thomaston
Feb. 13-14—Junior Class play n the
Rockland High School auditorium.
Feb 15—Annual banquet of Rockland
Fire Department at American. Legion
hall
Feb 01—Klwanls Club Charity Dance
at Community Building.
Feb.
28—Public
meeting of all
women of Rockland Ln Terr pie Hall,
City Manager Farnsworth speaker.

was in Rockland
a hearing in the
ley V Tweedie vs.
my of Sciences and
heard a writ of
nd a writ of error
ward Hodgdon, of
Simon P. Cote, of
actively.
sentenced to State
ser 1941 for assault
ape and was senhan five years and
eight years The
flared erroneous as
for a definite term
>y statute and the
time off for good
expired January
he was discharged

Patrolman George Dyer of the
city police force has tendered his
resignaton, effective Peb. 1.

The annual meeting of the Albert
H. Newbert Association will be held
Friday night at the Masonic Tem
ple with Mrs. Bertha Borgerson,
Mrs. Prances Morse and Mrs. Hat
tie Davies in charge of the supper
The annual reports of the officers
will be given and election of offi
cers.

need not less than
an eight years, but
fily charged simple
:h the maximum
by law is five
•t ruling that the
idictment failed to
ted larcency, that
iras erroneous and
nd a sentence of
Imposed in place
;ing June 8, 1943,
first sentence.
Roberts, of Rockthe prisoners and
mo, Assistant Atfor the State of

Rev. [Dr Francis W. O’Brien and
Mrs. O'Brien left Portland Sunday
for Brooklyn, Dr OBrien has ac
cepted tiie invitation of the Green
wood Baptist Church, to return as
the ad interim pastor for a time.
Dr. O Brien was the successful pas
tor of the Greenwood Church, which
was most prosperous under his min
istry. He will be there for an in
definite stay. He had received also
an invitation to serve tiie Madison
Avenue Baptist Church in a similar
capacity. While in Brooklyn, Dr.
and Mrs. O’Brien will reside at the
Hotel St George.

•e Coining

Townsend Club No. 1 lias mailed
to Rep. Margaret Smith 500 signa
tures for tiie Tow’nsend Cause and
more petitions are fast being filled.
These are on the clerk’s desk in
Congress according to the Congres
sional Record sent to the Secretary
by Mrs. Margaret Chase Smith.
After the club’s meeting Thursday
night Mr. Glovsky was host to 18
members at the Friendly Cafe. Join
ing the Townsend Club costs only
25 cents a year.

gusta To Visit
ket Wcdneslight
inson of Augusta
Bit the Sea Scout
fcr its annual in
night. He will
by other Scout
assist in conductn.
id Curt Lindsey
deck while Bob
tmeron and Bob
anstructed a new
ing, replacing the
served fcr several
has been moved

Mrs. Arthur Jordan will enter
tain, the members of the Tyler Par
ent-Teachers Association at her
home tonight. Chairmen of the
program for the meeting are, Mrs.
Clifton Cross and Mrs. Jordan. Re
freshments will be served under the
direction of Mrs. Mellen Deshon.

?ce.

>f tiie Red Jacket,
built clipper ship
nizntion is named,

Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
hold g. beano party at G.A.R hall,
Friday 7.30 p. m.
9-lt

fed the ship by
fer USMS.

Visit Clinton F. Thomas, optome
trist for a pair of good glasses, 482
Old County Road, Rockland Me
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m. Mon
day, Wednesday and Saturday
Phone 590. City.
lOtf

OPTION
SERVICE

HERMAN
(' STREET
I). MAINE

ELECTRICAL SERVICE

i. litis

WIRING, REFRIGERATION AND
SMALL APPLIANCE SERVICE

“EDDIE” BARNARD
TEL. 1102-M (New Number)
Write 38 Talbot Ave., Rockland
3-tf

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
Home on Deer Isle, Me. Around
40 acres, wood lot, 8 rooms, with
barn and shed, maple shade,
cement cellar, near schools and
church, also to village; 6 miles to
Stonington, quarries, yacht basin,
canning factory.

I.-J

MRS. LINN ROBINSON
Mountain Ave.,
Fairfield, Me.
7-9

usy like to know

AU kinds of CI<’ Glass Ware,
Furniture, etc.
Will pay top
prices for same,

s look fresh in

helps them do

South Warren Grange Hall
WOODCOCK’S ORCHESTRA
9*10

So. Gushing Grange Hall
8:30

P. M. Adm. 35c and 50c tax incl.
8-tf

CAMDEN

BEANO

»

96-tf

TEMPLE HALL

PHONE 759

regory’s to keep

ROCKLAND

WEDNESDAY

#

advised on the

MEMORIALS

THURSDAY
AT 8.15 O’CLOCK

0 LINDSEY ST..
ROCKLAND
TELEPHONES, ROCKLAND 1281-W

98-tf

>now Suits

41-T-tf

THOMASTON 73

sgging Suits

RUSSELL

ssu ear

FUNERAL HOME

might and

d Cases

LADY ASSISTANT

BURPEE

Ambulance Service

and Maroon

Funeral Home
TELS. 396-1174-11
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

(M1TEITTER*
..

TEL.

294

Tel. 701—70S
• CLAREMONT 8T.
ROCKLAND, MX.

I

15c

10% WOOL HANES

Shirts and Drawers
$1.78
,
MEN’S ZIPPER FRONT

Sanforized Shorts

Heavy Gauge Aluminum Covered

Saucepans
$1.20

$10,650 Campaign
994
tions ....... ...................... .
Number of deaths ............
39
Number of deaths within 48
hours after admission ....
14
Number of day treatment fur
nished (inclusive of baby
days) ................................... 15853
Per capita cost, Jan. 1, 1945
to Dec. 31. 1945
(inclusive of depreciation,) 6.31
(exclusive of depreciation) 5.74
Muriel H. Russell, R. N.
Superintendent
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’*
second floor, 18 School street. Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
prices.
io. tf

The 1946 campaign for funds by
Knox ICountjI Chapter, American
Red Cross, will start March 1 with
Capt. K. A. Rice, general chairman
and a goad Ret at $10,650 ifor the
county of which $5000 is allocated
to Rockland.
This total is $15,000 less than last
year for the county correspondingly
; less for this city. Of the total
$3000 remains for Red Cross operaI tions in Knox County and the rest
goes toward the work of the Naional Red Cross.
The first step in the campaign
proper will be a dinner meeting of
the cojnmittee at a local hotel,

Work
credit toward a master’s or bache
lor’s degree at B. U. or three hours
by doing extra work. There is no
cost for text books as tiie lecturers
bring their travelling library.
The widely known educators in
volved are Dr. Linwood Chase, pro
fessor in B. U. School of Education;
Dr. Helen Blair Sullivan, associate
professor in the same school; Dr.
Donald Durrell Dean and Professor,
B. U. School of Education and Dr.
Helen A. Murphy of the same col
lege. Rockland and vicinity may
well rejoice at the opportunity af
forded its teachers, and this in turn
its children by this Harvard-Boston
University Extension Courses. Many
children from the lower grades will
participated in this school, which is
primarily focused on reading, use
of text-books and methods of study.

date and place to be announced.
At this time the actual plans for
the drive will be put into flnalshape
and the worthy cause ready to pre
sent to the people of Knox County.

Read The Courier-Gazette
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EX-SERVICEMEN

NEW DISCHARGE
EMBLEM
FOR YOUR CAR
4J4” Sturdy Aluminum. Easily
Attaches to any License Plate.

POSTPAID $1.00
P. 0. BOX 2352
THOMASTON, ME.

8*11

“Smiling Ernie’s
Radio Revue”
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

SATURDAY NITE,
*

___

February 2nd.
FEATURING

-I

i

SHYAN
The Girl with a Laugh a Song
and a Smile

SUPER BARGAIN!
We are very careful about making strong state
ments here at Coffin’s. But this item calls for the
Strongest!

Come in and see these
extraordinary

COLDPROOF
WINDPROOF
RAINPROOF

SALLY and DAISY
DolLs of Harmony and
Tap Dancing

Beautifully made, pile
lined, jungle strong fab
ric, tough and rugged.
Built by the Navy for
the toughest kind of
Arctic service.
These This is not the Navy Jacket but

togs can take it.

bears some Likeness.
show its fine quality.

The most amazing thing about this
amazing garment is the price

5c & 10c to $1 Store
ROCKLAND

WHDH BOSTON

838 on your Dial—6:30 P. M. Daily

$14.95

Pants to go with these Jackets are available at moderate cost.

♦

Vaudeville Acts and Snappy Georgie the only

woman in the country to go through a Frame of a
Tennis Racquet, featured by Bob Ripley in the Be
lieve It Or Not. There is a cast of Twelve with Va

OWSJVS

Shipment of Ladies’ rayon
hose due sometime this
week.

E. B. CROCKETT

JERRY and SKY

It cannot

More Towels Coming

410 MAIN ST.,
/

Institute Here-A Step Forward In

John E. Bradbury, 41. proprietor
of a local plumbing and heating
Their
business for the past several years,
was found dead in his truck on the
A little heralded but none the less
highway between Belfast Airport
vitally important event in local edu
and the Coast Guard barracks in cational circles opens up Jan. 30
that town about 6 30 p. m. Sunday.
when the first of a series of eight
The medical examiner’s report institutes or clinics for teachers
gave the cause of death as prob from Camden, Thomaston, Waldo
able coronary thrombosis. Discov boro, this city and possibly other
ered by Coast Guardsmen, he was nearby towns will start in the
taken to the barracks and medical Rockland High School Auditorium.
aid summoned at once. It was Four professors from Harvard and
believed that he had died but a1 Boston University, each a nation
short time before the sailors found ally known figure in education,
him.
will participate.
Officials at the Belfast airport I Sessions will be held alternate
state that he had been there the Wednesdays, Jan. 30 and thereafter,
greater part of the afternoon and meeting at 4 and 7 p. m., each meet
had complained of not feeling well, ing one hour and146 minutes. Much
having spent a part of the after of each afternoon period will be de
noon resting on a couch in the air voted to demonstrations. The eve
port office. He is said to have left nings will be lectures and discus
the airport shortly after 5 o”clock i sions. The course will yield each
for his home in Owl's Head.
teacher participating two hour
A flying enthusiast for some time,
he had completed dual instructions I
Red Cross Drive
and was ready to solo, waiting only i
for his student permit.
'
Funeral services will be held from Capt. K. A. Rice, General
the Burpee Funeral Home tomorrow
j Chairman Lays Plans For
at 2 o’clock.

NAVY JACKETS

ATTENTION ALL MEN

10 qt. Galv. Pails
49c

AT 2 O’CLOCK

ROCKLAND MARBLE &
GRaNITE WORKS

AWAITED ITEM

69c

irt.

w ishes with us

LADIES, THAT LONG

Human Hairnets

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

W. J. FRENCH
iliy so many of

and the Ladies Auxiliary

DANCE
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

OUR TEACHERS TO BENEFIT

John E. Bradbury

Rockland Plumber Is Found
Dead on the Belfast
Pres. Wiggin of Knox Hospital Praises Staff
Nationally Famous Educators Will Conduct
Highway

9-tf

WRITE OR I’ll O NX
10 HIGH ST..

SEES BRIGHTER YEAR AHEAD

General Motors' side of the pres
ent prolonged strike will be pre
The directors of Knox Hospital ( complete renovation of the Chase
Official honorable discharge pin sented by two speakers at the Lions
last
night elected the following offi Room.
for the men of the United States meeting tomorrow. Motion pictures
Your directors subscribed 450 per
cers to serve for the coming year;
Maritime Service. These men were will be shown.
month for the services of a con
trained to “deliver the goods” in
President, H. P Blodgett; vice pres
sulting pathologist.
When the
America’s mighty Merchant Marine.
John, A Frost is a surgical pa ident, H Laton Jackson; treasurer,
need arises, the pathologist comes to
Their service helped to make vic tient at the Knox Hospital, recov Herbert Newbegin; secretary. Milus giving advice upon doubtful
tory possible.
ering from the effects of a broken
ton M. Griffin; directors, H. Laton cases and upon cases beyond the
leg.
Jackson, Donald C. Leach, Herbert scope of our medical staff.
The Algin, Corporation of Ameri
In October your Board voted to
ca plant on Crockett’s Point is
The class of 1916 at Bowdoin Col Newbegin,, Hervey C. Allen, Seth W.
closed temporarily for boiler and lege Is planning for its 30th reun Low, Theodore Bird, E K. Leigh secure the services of an Adminis
trator, putting in his charge, all
general plant repairs. It is ex ion to be held on the campus June ton, Charles Berry’.
business
affairs of the hospital, care
pected that operations will be re 6-8. The class has won the 1906
Miss Mary Russell, superintend
of
buildings
and grounds, full
sumed within the month.
Alumni Fund Cup three times, and ent of Knox Hospital, was re-elect
charge of personnel, except nurses
in two recent years every member ed to that post by the new board.
The annual High School poetry has made a contribution to the col The directors and president of the and doctors. The committee in
contest will be held again this year. lege. Among the Maine members Knox County General Hospital gave charge of this project reports pro'
This contest with prizes for first, are Donald P. George of Thomas a brief review of their trusteeship ( gress.
Hampered
by
the
years
of war
second and third honors is for ton and Leland S MoElwee of at the annual emeting. President
many
things
have
been
surrendered
I
poems of not over sixteen lines The Union.
Ralph L. Wiggin says in part:
that should now be revived. A re
entries should include name of High
Credit belongs wholly to the small
Jack Kingsley left Saturday corps of loyal nurses and volun newal of the yearly drive for funds
School, and teacher's name as wel
as student’s name and address. En mornjng for Macon, Ga , where he teers ably directed and led by our would give the community a larger
tries should be mailed to Din Kel will train seven horses owned by superintendent, Mrs. Russell The interest in our Hospital as a health
center, create a larger community
ley, 57 Court street, Augusta, Maine, John Kelley of Bangor. He will re volunteers have supplied a real and
regard for the Hospital as a com
before April 1st. The Maine Poetry turn North at the beginning of the vital need in helping the hospital
Fellowship will hold its Winter racing season. Meantime the bridge to function. Aug. 24, the hospital munity project, furnish cash for the
new things that will come and must
meeting at the Eastland Hotel in contests are in, abeyance.
suffered a real blow in the death of
be furnished to keep our Hospital at
Portland, March 2.
Mildred Chandler.
the peak power for service. Teams
Past Commander-In-Chief of the
One body of helpers, working tire
iLt. Richarl W. Karl has been G.A.R. .George H. Jones .will ob lessly, energetically and purpose under competent captains could
birthday at the Vet- fully has received too little recogni take the hospital message and need
transferred from Miami to Cecil serve his 97th
t
Field, U. S. Naval Air Station, Jack erans Hospital, Togus, Feb. 2. tion for its services, Our Ladies Aux into every home in Knox County
Cards will be appreciated. All iliary. For the splendid service and and thus give every family a pride
sonville, Fla.
Daughters of Union Veterans are record of achievements of the Aux in contributing to a great commu
City Manager Fred D. Farnsworth especially asked to send a word of iliary in past years and sure that nity project.
We have some hope that if the
spoke before the Rockland Rotary cheer.
the future years will show even
nurse supply increases, an eightClub Friday noon. His talk cov
greater things done, the Board of hour day will solve many of our
Frank
McAuliffe
and
son
Ronald,
ered tne City Charter and his plans
Directors and President make grate
troubles, but no immediate relief
for the future operation of the city who were guests of Capt. and Mrs. ful acknowledgment.
Harold
Philbrook,
Union
street,
for
seems
to be in sight
under his management.
Regretfully in June we lost the
a Jew days, returned to their home
This atomic age promises mira
services of Mrs. John Lowe No re cles in new developments for health
Sunday. Ronald McAuliffe has re
BORN
placement
was possible at that time and human welfare and I believe
Mazzeo— At Knox Hospital, Jan. 23, cently returned from 2% years'
to Mr. and Mrs. Natale W Mazzeo, a
and only until now lias it been pos with your co-operation, backing
service with the Air Forces in yie
son.—Stephen Carey Mazzeo.
•Curtis—At Rockland. Jan. 26, to Mr. European Theatre, with headquar sible for a temporary replacement. your board of directors, your medi
and Mrs. Harvey Curtis, a daughter—
Please note that the laboratory cal staff, your hospital personnel,
ters in England.
Elene Marcia..
continued to operate and give good the Knox County General Hospital
Stetson—At (Vtnal Maternity Home,
Jan. 29, to Mr. and Mrs. Harold L.
There will be three shows, only, service except in the most difficult will take a new grip and attain a
Stetson, a son—Kenneth Gene.
at Strand Theatre next Sunday at cases.
firm place in this new order as it
MARRIED
Now I come to the real pride of affects community life.
3, 6.15 and 8.30. Matinee not con
Jacobson-Rogers—At First Baptist
the directors and Hospital person
Parsonage, Jan. 28. Kenneth Arnold tinuous.
The last year was a hard year for
Jacobson of St. George and Lucille
nel—the new Picker X-ray machine, hospitals, many closed entirely,
Jeanette Rogers of Rockland.—by Rev.
Coast Guard cutter SC 1356 is complete in every detail and placed many closed partly, many had starts
J. Charles MacDonald.
Simmons-Harding—At
Thomaston, temporarily carrying mad and pas in rooms renovated to give the best
and openings But let us remember
Jan. 25. Lloyd G. Simmons, and Mrs.
Ina C. Harding, both of Warren.—by sengers to and from North Haven, of service. We are fortunate in this that our Hospital ln this emergency
Rev. H F Leach.
filling in for the Maid of All Work, department that the return of Dr did keep open, is open and can stay
lost in Friday’s storm.
Apollonio, orthopedic surgeon, has open.
DIED
given us a man thoroughly ground
Bradbury—At Belfast. Jan. 27, John
E. Bradbury, age 44 years, 11 months.
Mrs. Russell’s Report
Two positions are open for pa ed in Roentgenology. Now we have
10 days. Funeral Wednesday at 2
trolmen on the Rockland Police complete X-ray service in our own
o'clock from Burpee funeral home.
Follows a resume of services ren
Stetson—At Thomaston,
Jan. 28 Force as advertised by the City Laboratory.
dered Jan, 1. 1945 to Jan. 1, 1946:
Abbie J., widow of Ward M. Stetson of
Warren, age 71 years, 16 days. Funeral Manager in this edition. Appli
Physical properties:
Complete Patients in Hospital at. Be
Thursday at 2 p. m. from residence at cants must be 21 years of age but
ginning of year............ ......
21
painting and cleaning of the Wom
21 Knox St., Thomaston. Please omit
Rowers.
Entombment
ln Fairview not have passed their 32d year. en’s Ward and cubicles; rehabili
Patients
admitted
during
year:
cemetery, Warren.
Burial in the
Minimum height permissible is five tation of the fire escapes; insula Surgical 574; Medical, 353; Eiye, Ear,
Spring
Ludwig—At Thomaston,
Jan.
25. feet nine • inches and minimum ting the attic; painting of the Nose and Throat 203; Obstetric, 200;
Flora E.. widow of Alfred K. Ludwig,
weight for this height, 146 pounds kitchens. Minor repairs through Newborn, 195.
aged 72 years. 10 months. 6 days.
Day—At Gardiner, Jan. 19. Marietta with a maximum of 180. Maximum lack of workmen and materials, our Total number of house pa
(Harriman) wife of Charles B Day of
Richmond, aged 73 years. 3 months, 28 height is 6 foot 3 inches with a Executive Committee was unable to
tients treated during year
1546
days.
minimum weight of 175 pounds and complete all of its planned work. Accident cases treated but not
Closson—At Placentia. Calif., Jan. 28,
Oral and Needs for tha new year: Basal Me
Mrs. Sophronia. Closson, formerly of a maximum of 225.
admitted .............................
39
the Head of the [Bay.
written examinations based on the tabolism Machine for the Labora Accident cases treated and
merit system will be given with vet tory; Anesthesia machine for the
CARD OF THANKS
admitted ..... _..... ............
89..
We wish t > thank our friends, neigh erans being given a five-point
Surgical
dressings
done
........
107
operating
room.
bors, relatives teachers Sea Scut*
and pupils of Tyler School for their preference. Applications may be
Gifts of the year: P. P. Bicknell, Private room patients ............ 449
kind expressions of sympathy and submitted to the City Manager up i
beautiful floral tributes during our re
$50; Helen Bain, $100; Dr. Jameson Semi-private room patients .... 132
cent bereavement.
to 5 p. m. of Feb. 1. Applicants ' $50; Clarke Mason $50; Client of Ward patients ....................
718
Mr and Mrs. Frank Perry, J Alton
must
be U..S. citizens and residents Mr Bird $100; Dr. Fogg $200; W D. Maximum number of patients
Perry.
*
of the city.
any one day ...............
58
Talbot
$100;
anonymous $84;
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the doctors and
turned in for X-ray machine $600; Minimum number of patients
nurses at Togus the American Legion,
any one day .....
23
David Rubenstein a wheel chair;
and' all friends and relatives for kind
ness, cards and gifts.
Morris
Perry,
wheel
chair;
Ladies'
Daily
average
.......................
37
•
Nicholas Leo.
SERVICE For The SICK
Aid four chairs; Leroy Chase, Number of surgical operaApplications for
employment
Lloyd’s Pharmacy
typed; club papers, business letters,
manuscripts. K. McDonald. Orders
C. A. CROSS, pharmacist
WE CAN SINCERELY CALL THIS A
received at The Courier-Gazette.
9*lt 444 Main St.,
Rockland

DANCE

Antiques Wanted

Rev. John J. Kenney, curate at St.
Mary’s Church, Biddeford the past
five years, has been, transferred to
the pastorate at St Ignatius Church
Northeast Harbor. He was for
merly curate of St Bernard's
Church in, Rockland.
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MEN SAND BOYS CL'^THNO
FURNISH! N6S SS3FSAN?. I?.
389 MAIN Si kO^maN M-

riety, Hawaiian, Tap, Acrobatic Dancing, Comedy,

Novelty and Song.

DROOPY MORRIS
Comedian and Hawaiian
Guitarist

DOORS OPEN AT 7 O’CLOCK- -COME EARLY, SHOW AT 8:30
Children Under 12, 50c Tax Incl.
Admission. Adults 75c Tax Incl.
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Telephone 78
Mr and (Mrs. Hartwell Carter
have moved to the Walter house on
Friendship street.
On account of the storm the bascetball game scheduled for Friday
with Lincoln Academy, was post
poned to Saturday The home team
in the girls' game lost, and the boys
won.
Mrs Mildred Robertson is emnloyed at the office of the New Eng
land Tel.'& Tel Co.
Mrs. Gladys Grant went Sunday
to Winterport to spend the day with
her aunt.
Perley Waltz is employed at Po
land's Drug Store in Damariscotta.
Mrs Verna Little of Damariscot
ta was in town Saturday.
Charles Ashworth has received
discharge and is at his home on
Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Monahan,
Mrs. Lura Winslow and Mrs. Ida
Collamore were visitors Friday in
Damariscotta.
Mr and Mrs. Nelson Brown and
son of Arlington, Mass., have been
quests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Hil
ton.
Mrs. Sarah Lash has returned
from a visit in (Boston.
Gerald Dalton has received dis
charge and is at his home here
Mrs. L. T. Weston entertained the
bridge club Thursday and served
luncheon.
Mrs. Herbert Black of Rockland
was guest Saturday of Mrs. Willi*
Crowell.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Boggs are
guests of Mr Boggs' parents, Mr.
md Mrs. Ernest Boggs.
Pvt. Levitt Storer is passing a fur
lough with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Alfred Storer.
Pvt. Francis Winchenbach twho
recently returned from Germany,
has received discharge and is at his
home on Pine street.
Mrs. C. K Wellman is guest of
Mr and Mrs Robert Hanrahan

WEST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenich and daughter Eleanor were
ipper guests Thursday of Mr and
[rs. Freelon Vannah of South
faldoboro.
Mrs. Bessie Creamer entertained
le Wesley Society Thursday afterjon with 15 present. The next
eeting will be held Jan 31. with
[rs. Catherine Waltz and Mrs.
annie Waltz.
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach was a
ockland visitor Saturday.
Clyde and Dewey Winchenbach
•e building a 28 foot lobster boat
ir Alex Hanna of New Harbor.
Mrs. Madelyn Crane is a surgical
itient at the Miles Memorial Hostal, Damariscotta
Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald was h*

C King I**lv«e*
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DIONNE'QUINTS'
GREATfor
COLDS
In Promptly Relieve Coughs and
always u*e it —best proof it's

Aching Muscles of Chest Colds!

A wisp mother will certainly buy
Musterole for her child. All thru the
years Musterole is always used when
ever the Quintuplets catch cold.
.lust rub Musterole on throat, chest
and hack. It instantly begins to relieve
coughing and aching muscles. It actually
helps break up painful local congestion.
Makes breathing easier. Wonderful for
urown-uiw, too! In 3 strengths.

MUSTEROLE

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hamilton
of South Portland and Mrs. William
Kimball of Saco spent the week-end
with Mrs Kimball's mother, Mrs
Martha Prior.
John Osier passed the week-end
in Boston.
Mrs. Theodore McLain and her
sister, Edith Gilmore of Keizer Falls
started Friday by motor for Florida.
Mrs. Andrew Kaler and infant
son returned Tuesday from Miles
Memorial Hospital.
Nathan Thompson,, USK, is at
home on 30-days’ leave.
Theodore McLain and Pauline
McLain spent Friday in Portland
William Calderwood, who has
been visiting his daughter, Mrs
Burton Carter, returned Monday to
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Prior and
daughter of Waldoboro visited rela
tives here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collamore
and son Wilson, Frances Poland
and Martha Prior were recent
guests of Mrs. Astor Miller in
Dutch Neck

ROCKVILLE
Mrs. Jchn Ellis of Kentucky has
been visiting her mother. Mrs. Elec
ta Hopkins and her sister, Mrs. M.
E. Anthony. She went Tuesday to
Augusta motoring there with Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony and daughter,
Jean. She is now with her sister,
Mrs. Chester Fowles in Augusta.
Mss Sally Crockett, daughter of
Sic and Mrs. V. B. Crockett, re
cently spent the week-end with her
aunt, Mrs. .Ralph Caven In Glen
Cove.
Mrs. Edgar Hallowell returned
from New Haven Sunday, having
been called there by the illness of
her mother, Mrs. Inez C. Bronkie,
who has ben visiting her son,
Willis Bronkie in Ansonia, Conn
Mrs. Brokie underwent a major op
eration Thursday at Grace Hospitall. New Haven. She is making
satisfactory progress.
Pvt. William A. Butler, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. Butler, W. Meadowroad, who Is on furlough from
Camp McLellan, Ala., passed Tues
day with his aunt Mrs. D. A.
Sherer. Returning to the army the
first of February he goes to Utah
and will be sent overseas in about
two weeks.
Arthur Turner who served in the
army in Japan has received dis
charge and has joined his family in
Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Turner and
children were visitors Wednesday
at Mrs. Turner’s parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Vesper Hall..
Earl Pcttingill has returned from
Boston where he Visited his sisters,
Mrs Ada Webster and Mrs. Viola
Willey.
Miss Lydia Lehtonen is in New
York to pass the remainder of the
Winter.
Mrs Glenice Farmer is substitut
ing at school in th© absence of
Mrs. Mildred Gould.

PLEASANT POINT
Ralph Paulson of Portland and
Thomaston and Miss Marilyn
Maloney of Springdale were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mell
Maloney.
Ell Maloney is spending the
Winter in Rockland.

Portland last week, called by the
illness of her daughter, Miss Joyce
Fitzgerald.
Mrs. Clyde Hilton is confined to
her home by ilness and attended by
Dr. F Randolph.
Eugene Winchenbach was in Bath
and Augusta last week on business
Sgt. and Mrs. Reginald Spence
and Wendel Spence of the U f
Marines are visiting their mother,
Mrs. Florence Grover.
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
*3 00 a year

►N’T BE COLD

BURN COKE
We offer run of Oven Ooke to burn in your Furnace
*
•
or Boiler

$14.00

PER TON

Delivered in Rockland; also sold at our plant

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
TEL 487, ROCKLAND

*
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ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
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Year Around Market

UNION
One Reason Why Blueberries Gossipy Central Maine Items
From the Pen of Beulah
Will Always Bring Good
Ames
Price

Tel 40

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— •
Liberty, Jan. 22
Carl U. Wren, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Anyone who sells a farm at the
Chester Wren, who served with a present time in (Maine is very- ape to
tank battalion in the Pacific, has have to give away the building or
returned home with discharge by
give away the land, as the sales
the point system He received a
wound in the head in the Pacific price will not give the true value
area in April, 1945. while partici for both land And buildings. While
pating in the Lingayen Gulf Inva tlie true value of land is what Is
naw on it, or what it can be made
sion of Luzon.
to produce, the location is what
A state meeting of Ivy Chapter,
OES., will be held Friday, this com fixes the amount of cash it will sell
for. Anyone who checks up on the
mittee appointed: Entertainment:
cost of labor and materials will ffhd
Mrs. Marion Lermond and Mrs. that since 1942 prices have ad
Lulu Cunningham; refreshments,
vanced 100%, so the true value of
Mrs. Helen Maxey, Mrs Marion Mc buildings has been doubled.
Cluskey. Miss Christine Starrett and
In northern Knox and Waldo
Mrs. Esther Starrett.
counties we have farms that range
The postponed installation of offi in size from 30 to 4C0 ,acres. Houses
cers of White Oak Grange, North | with from four to 14 rooms, barns
Warren, will be effected Friday by j from 20x20 to 40x100 feet in. size.
They range in price from $1700 to
J Raymond Danforth and staff of $8000. Soil is carbonated and the
Union
many canning factories that buy
Eino Hill is a student in the New beans, corn, peas and squash means
York State College of Forestry at factory farming can be done at a
good profit.
Syracuse.
Many farms with spring-fed
S Sgt. Lee B jOxton, USAAF, is pastures are well adapted for
recovering from an appendectomy- raising beef cattle or dairy stock.
performed recently. His address is The long growing esason means a
Lovell General Hospital, (South), large 'part of the grain can be
raised in this section.
Wdrd 19. Fort (Devens, Mass.
We have farms well equipped and
Miss Ruth Starrett, of Gorham some are just land and buildings
Teachers College, passed the week Some will sell horses and cattle as
end with (her parents, Mr. and Mrs. well as full farm equipment. We
have farms tinder a high state of
Benjamin Starrett.
cultivation,
and others run down, so
Word has been received by Mrs
that blueberry plants are creeping
Bart Pellicani of the illness of Miss in.
Susan (Stevens of this town and
Why the Maine Development
Washington,, D. C., at a hospital in Commission has not given more
that city. Miss Stevens is reported publicity to blueberry growing in
gaining.
Maine is a mysteryy to me It is a
Pfc. Richard W. Butler returned crop that brings in over $2,000,000
today to duty at Fort Devens. Mass , yearly, and gives the best net
after spending a few days with his profit of any crop that can be
raised. To grow a crop of potatoes,
mother, Mrs. Carrie Butler.
beans, or corn, the land must have
Mrs. Addie Vinal went this morn plant food in the form of phosoing to North Weymouth, Mass., phates, or manure, the cost of
where she (will visit with her sister, which in labor and materials will
Mrs. Lewis Burgess, and also her range from $25 to $50 per acre. To
son,. Dr. Raymond Vinal in Wal grow and harvest other crops re
quires from five to ten times the
tham, Mass., for a few days.
Mrs. (Everett M. Cunningham has amount of labor needed to grow
and harvest a crop of blueberries.
received notice of the death of
Another poin,t, when blueberry
Charles Alton Libby, only son of plants are once on the land, every
Clarence O. and Minnie Libby of year there is a steady increase by
Merrimac, Mass., and grandson, of spreading from the roots, and as
James C. and Nellie Libby of South long as fast growing weeds and
Warren.
trees are kept out, the spread will
Lloyd G. Simmons and (Mrs. Ina increase to form a (perfect mat of
C. (Harding were quietly married plants which means from one to
Friday in Thomaston by Rev. H F. three tons per acre can be grown.
Since 1943 fresh berries can be
Leach. They were attended by
bought the year round as the quick
Mr and Mrs. Phillip Simmons of
freeze method does not break down
this town,.
the cells or injure the flavor, so
Ralph C Wentworth,
county that the price of blueberries will
agent will be speaker Saturday aft always be high because of yearernoon at the meeting of Knox Po round market.
A large percentage of our farm
mona Grange held with Pioneer
listings, both with and without
Grange, [East (Union.
buildings, are natural blueberry
The second
diphtheria-toxoid land.
clinic will be held this afternoon at
H. L. Skinner
the Chapel from 2 to 3 30. Dr. Fred
G. Campbell, and State Field Nurse,
“You Asked For It”
Mrs. Ada McConnell, R. N„ will be
in attendance.
So Fred Simmons Furni^es
Pfc. Lawrence I. Esancy, now
the Black Cat Many
with the 26th Division, US Army, in,
Nuremburg. was one of the special
Superstitions
guards at the trials of Rudolph
Watertown, N. Y.. Jan. 19.
Hess and Goering in Nuremburg,
To
the
Black Cat:—
Germany. Pfc Esancy has served
Dear
Kitty: You are one of the
14 months overseas, and was with
leading offenders that the supersti
the 80th Division,. He is holder of tious have to contend with.
the Combat Infantryman’s Badge.
To write of the many supersti
His .wife and 28 months old daugh tions and cite instances for and
ter are with her parents, Mr. and against, would require a book. One
Mrs. Ambrose Melvin in Rockland. of my own experiences might be
A son. William Clifton, was born that I broke a leg, Friday the 13th,
wrestling, years ago. One for it
recently at Knox Hospital to Mr.
would be the fact that I found $2
and Mrs. Clifton Meservey of Wal yesterday (Friday).
doboro. formerly of this town. Their
Years ago a bird hopped on the
daughter. Louise, has been, with her window sill and chirped three
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William times. My wife says “Hasty news.”
About 10 the message came that
Simmons, South Warren.
father had passed away.
So it goes. Without, further de
HOPE
tails
I submit the following. One
A marriage of interest to the
fire or death means three in the
young people took place in Camden section. A howling dog at night
Jan. 20, when Miss Ruth Sukeforth, means death (and should for the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl dog). If one leaves the house and
Sukeforth of Belfast, was married has to return, touch a chair or be
to Guilford M. Payson, son of Mr. disappointed. It is necessary to
and Mrs. F. M Payson. Rev. M. knock on wood at times.
If the ears burn, someone is talk
Dorr performed the double ring
ing
about you. If both speak at
ceremony. The attendants were
once, each join the little finger and
Miss Priscilla Clark of Rockland and wish. Pull and the loser loses,
Vernon Heal of Lincolnville. After break a wishbone, etc. Wear a po
a short trip the young people will tato to avoid rheumatism (Saw one
reside in Rockland for the Winter. once. Petrified). What about Star
light, star bright?
I
•WARM. SUNNY DAYS’’
A new bride must be carried over
the threshold on first entering her
St. Petersburg, Fla., Jan. 18.
new home. A two-dollar bill is un
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
St. Pete is a busy city with signs lucky (Mine was two ones). It is
everywhere reading “No vacancies.” unlucky to allow anyone to oass
We are pleasantly situated in tihe between while walking the street.
Floronton Hotel. The view from Break a mirror is seven years bad
our window is very attractive, with luck.
So goes Monday etc. If a Jew
bending palms, flowering shrubs
and the blue waters of Tampa Bay. doesn't make a sale to his first
When it comes to weather, the word Monday customer, it is a bad week.
“excellent" describes it completely. If a baby’s shoes get burned in
We have enjoyed warm sunny days warming (on oven hearth or other
place) it meaons death in less han
since our arrival Jan. 1.
All best wishes from the Sun a year. It is bad luck to start a new
job Friday. Saturday's move Is a
shine City.
E. L. Brown.
short stay. I moved into a double
house on a Saturday. Sunday they
worked on a car all day. The
throttle was open and played jazz
for hours. We moved Monday.
There is no limit to the many su
perstitions so I write Enuff! Snuff!

SELL Mk

101-tf

WANT-ADS

From “The Exciter”

§Ubwoqs.

The Exciter reporters had a
grand party at the Augusta House
Dec. 20.
John Dalton of Rockland has
gone to work in the service depart
ment. Jchn is one of the hand
some, quiet, kind we like to have
around.
Commercial Salesman Elmer E.
Joyce has terminated his services
with the Company, going into busi
ness for himself. He was given a
farewell stag dinner in the Central
Maine rooms, with 22 fellow em
ployes present. A delicious lobster
salad with all the fixings was pre
pared and served by Eleanor-Mary
Dougherty. Mrs. Carroll Merrill
and Beulah Ames assisted in serv
ing. It was a very informal and
happy time. Elmer was presented
with a pipe.
Serviceman Clark Staples is con
fined to his home with a severe cold.
Mabel Richards Keene, former
employe called to see us, being in the
big city on a shopping spree. We’re
aways glad to see Mabel and Or
mond.
The girls from the Rockland dis
trict had their annual Christmas
tree and supper party at the home
of Lyford and Beulah Ames. Elea
nor-Mary Dougherty assisted with
the preparations, and after the tree
was '“picked” Lyford showed a few
colored films. We girls should cer
tainly be "‘sweet” for a long time to
come, as we were presented with ten
pounds of candy this Christmas
season. Those present were: Kath
leen Duff, Lucy Ball, Leola Robin
son, Doris Sylvester, Aimee Karl El
eanor Winchenbach, Eleanor-Mary
Dcugherty, and the Ameses.
Returned veteran and former em
ploye, Walter Staples, was in to
see us recently. Walter is not
coming back to work for Central
Maine, but is locating with an elec
trical concern in Malden, Mass., and
is to be connected with the mer
chandising department.
Harold Gross, town representa
tive in Waldoboro, was on vacation
the week of Dec. 26. He spent the
week in New Jersey where he and
his wife visited her family. Milton
Rollins from the Rockland meter
department “helped out” in Waldo
boro during Harold’s absence.
Our store manager, Percy Wil
liams has been an employe 12 years,
working as a salesman serviceman
and in the inventory department.
Lucy Ball spent the holiday week
end in Millinocket, guest of her
sister and family.
Veteran and former employe Rus
sell Kaler has returned to work at
his old job in the gas department.
Lighting Engineer. Raymond B.
McFarland is sporting a five-year
pin.
Thomas (Lawson off the Rockland
inventory department spent the
holidays at his home in Rutland,
Vermont.
The bad storms we have had this
fall washed away the 25-foot bank
at the back of our substation in
Glen Cove, and the Wyman Com
pany of Waterville has been down
and built a new sea wall, twentyfive feet high, to protect the trans
formers. They also filled in with
rip-rap two high line poles that
were nearly washed out. There
were eight men in the crew, and
they did a wonderful Job. This
same crew has been fixing up
around the Rockland gas plant.
—Beulah Ames in “TheExciter.”
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
$3.00 a year

MBS CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent
ft ft ft s.
Telephone 2-21

CLASSIFIED

VINALKAVE1
ADS
MBS. EMMA WINSLO)
Correspondent

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE

for SeUing-Buying-Renting-Services
Linwood Williams, arrived home
Saturday from Bainbridge, Md.,
where he received his discharge
from the Marine Corps. He served
8 months in the Pacific area as a
flying machanic on a C-37 Marine
transport plane.
With the home
base at Bouganville. These planes
carried supplies to the Philippines
and other Pacific islands.
The WS.CS. will meet Thursday
at the Methodist parsonage.

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice: All “blind ads" so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

UPPER flat to let, 94 Rankin St .
PICK UP truck wanted, will buy or corner Broadway. Adults only. E H.
trade 1
ton truck M. J. MALONEY, CRIE Phones 665-W, or 1206 M__ 9‘ 10
Pleasant Point. Tel. Thomaston 188 3,
STORE to let cn Park St., 22x50 size"
9*10
or will let part of it; low price. V. F.
WE haul coal. If you can't get your STUDI EY. Park St. Tel 330
7tf
coal delivered, call us
TEL. 973-R
KITCHENETTE apartment to let.
9*10
two small rooms. Apply 77 Park St. TEI,
DISCHARGED veteran desires light 330 ________________________________ Ttf
trucking, also ashes and rubbish re
TRUCK for hire—modern, strong,
moved, any hour, day or 'night. Sun
days or holidays.
Reasonable rates. dump body Will haul gravel, crushed
TEL DINSMORES TRUCKING. 940. stone, loam, anything, anywhere, anv
time. HAROLD HARVEY, phone 913.
17 Warren St. KMty.______________ 9*10
City.
’
5-8
COOK for private Club
Hours 7
a. m. to 3 p. m Sundays off. Salary
$35 per week Reply to BOX 65. Roslindale. Mass. State experience. 9*10

FOR SALE

FURNITURE wanted to upholder,
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St Tel. 212W
10 T-tf

OPPORTUNITY of lifetime supplying
DDT and other profitable products to
farmers In Knox County. No experi
ence or capital required. Must have
auto, good
references.
Permanent.
W lte or wire McNESS COMPANY,
Dept. T. Candler Bldg., Baltimore 2.
Md.
7*T*9

LOST AND FOUND
CHINOOK dog lost, female, weight
120 lbs. Light tan fur, dark tipped.
Answers to name of "Chena.” Wears
collar without name plate
Reward
for return or Information MRS ELEA
NOR CHAPMAN Tel. 768-M. 59 Masonlc St.. City.___________________ 9 10
FRIDAY on Main St. a pink tinted
pearl necklace.
TEL. 722-M.
9*11
SILVER cigarette case and glasses in
case lost. Name Inside cigarette case
which has Intrinsic value only: $5 re
ward
Finder please TELEPHONE 127
Rockland.
9-10
PAIR of fur lined gloves found at E
B. Crockett store. Will the man who
phoned us about them please come to
the store. Store PHONE 245. Rockland.
____________________________________ 8 It
GOLD heart-shaped
locket.
with
Initial M. lost. MADELINE HOFFSES.
123 Pleasant St. Reward.
8*It
LARGE black and white shaggy cat
lost. Finder please return to MRS.
EDITH CHAPMAN. 30 Gleason St.,
Thomaston.
8-lt
TWO car keys In leather container
found First National Parking lot re
cently. TEL 263-14. City.
8‘lt
CHILD'S glasses in case lost between
Tyler school and Maverick street.
Finder please CALL 1190-R_____ 8*lt
FURNISHED heated rcom to let, 14
Masonic St. Call BEFORE 6 o'clock
____________ ______________________ 8*9
BETWEEN Rockland and Glen Cove,
one fender skirt to 1942 Bulck lost;
color, light green. Finder call C W.
HOPKINS OARAGE Tel 1000-W 8* 12
CHILD’S blue rim harlequin glasses,
lost between Purchase Street School
and 41'a Ocean St. TEL 1198-R 7-8
PROMPT radio service on all makes
of radios. Hard to get tubes In stock.
Stewart-Warner, Motorola home and
auto radios available soon
Exclusive
Farnsworth radio dealer ROBISHAW'S,
17 Park St. Tel. I353-W mornings
6*15

Instruction, Male.
FIND YOUR
POST WAR CAREER In AUTO BODY
ti FENDER work, including metal
work. WELDING and spray painting.
Easy to ie&m now In your spare time.
Chance for good Job or a shop of your
own. We’ll show you how. Here's one
of the most profitable branenes of the
big Auto business.
Get the facts.
Write today
AUTO-CRAFTS TRAIN
ING. care The Courier-Gazette. 9*10
WELDING
For the best In welding of all kinds—
are wekllnng surface welding, metal
lizing or metal spraying, flame hard
ening or flame cutting, send your
work to the Welding Division SOUTHWORTH. Maine's
Finest
Machine
Shop. 30 Warren Ave., Portland, Maine.
Tel 3 0226.__________________________ (Pi
AFTER this date I will pay only those
bills which I contract personally.
Carleton Robbins.
Jan. 22. 1946
7*9
INSTRUCTION, Male
Opportunity
for men Interested i'n going into own
business to be trained by large school.
Great need for men to Install and re
pair Refrigeration and Air Condition
ing equipment.
Excellent post-war
earning possibilities.
Training will
not interfere with present Job. Me
chanically Inclined men Invited to
write for details and FREE "Qualifica
tion Chart Test." UTILITIES INST.,
care The Courier-Oazette.
7*8
IF you want to make an appoint
ment for Tuesdays or Saturdays, tele
phone In advance during noon hour
or after 5 p. m. My specialty Is plate
work. DR J. H. DAMON, dentist. 153
Llmerock St. Tel. 1357.
5tf
LOUIS A. WALKER. Life Insurance
and Annuities; 79 Summer street. TEL
577, Rockland. Me.
5*24

AETNA—Two—7” Barners, Separate Bases
COMPLETE—White Tank, Stand, Tubing, Fittings
SHIPPED SAME DAY
MONEY ORDER
CHECK

Or available at John Watts’ Barber Shop for
your Convenience; Also Cabinet White Enamel Philgas Stoves, White Enamel Cabinet Electic Stoves,
all new and the latest models (Not Combinations).
Electric Pumps for your oil, place the barrel any
where, and the Pump does the rest.
I have new Electric Cone Heaters, New Electric
Motors, in fact I have a lot of new stuff and it will
pay you to look it over. Remember that Range Oil
Burners are hard to get, but I have enough of them
for everyone, so get yours before they get scarce
again.
I have an almost new Brown Enamel Coal or
Wood Heater, as well as black ones, and Pot Burning
Oil Heaters. I will have a big bunch of these in a few
days, as well as many other hard to get articles.
White Enamel Olenwood Coal and Wood Ranges.

H. B. KALER

IMMEDIATE opening
Good Wat
kins route In Rockland
Experience
unnecessary
Average earnings $35 $45
weekly Pay starts immediately. Larg
est company. be=t known household
products.
Biggest demand.
Write
WATKINS COMPANY, Dept. C, New
ard, N. J._______________________ 7• T* 11

SMALL cottage wanted or house on
or near main road, near water; some
Improvements;
reasonable.
Write
B W K , care THE COURIER-GA
ZETTE.
8*9
HOUSEWORK by the hour wanted by
middle-aged woman. TEL. 8412.
8-9
CEILINGS whitened, painting and
paper
hanging.
First class work.
FRANK BUZYNSKI. Tel Thomaston.
178-4
8*11

HOME SUNDAYS
6-tf

!
'
|
[

i

ESTATES
BOUGHT
OUTRIGHT
FOR
CASH
I WILL BUY
1 st and 2d Mortgages
on Real Estate
BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
I 0 Glace St., Rockland
Tel. 603-W
_____________________________________ 7tf
A GOOD second hand power boat,
with or without motor, from 26 to 28 ft
waned.
SYDNEY H
DAVIS
Poit
Clyde_______________________________ 7*10
STANDING soft wood lots wanted
for lumber and pulp wood; also pulp
wood cut and yarded. ARTHUR LAURILLA, Tenant's Harbor.
7*9
EXPERIENCED
beauty
operator
wanted for Bath. Maine
Steady po
sition. top salary. See or write MR
NANNEY at Gilbert Beauty Salon. 547a
Congress St.. Portland
5-12
SAWS filed.
STILES FARM. Opp
Oakland Park. Tel 256-14
9tf
WILL buy all types vacuum clean- i
-rs. any condition. CARLETON II
RIPLEY. 38 Oliver St. Tel 767 W
9tf
ANTIQUES wanted will pay highest
prices; CARLETON H. RIPLEY
38
Oliver St
Tel 767 W
10411

J

I PAY CASH
for real estate
located or in
If priced right
bid and p*>*

no matter where
what condition.
will make cash
paper* at once.

BENJ. A. GLOVSKY
10 GRACE ST., ROCKLAND

TEL 603-W
7tf
OLD marble lop furniture wanted
Will buy antiques of all kinds In any
quantity and will pay top prices for
good merchandise. Do you have any
old ivory china to sell?
Write or
phene W J FRENCH. 10 High street,
Camden. Me
sotf
WTLL buy antiques., marble top
tables and stands, haircloth furniture,
plain or with grapes and roses, old pic
ture frames, old lamps oi all kinds,
odd bases and shades, old glass and
china, old books old postage stamps,
old bureaus and commodes.
Almost
anything old
Get my prices before
you sell. CARL SIMMONS. Rockland.
Maine. Tel. Res. 1240 Tel Shop 1403.
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted
We will pay cash or trade for new
Call 1154. V F STUDLEY. INC.. 283
Main St.. Rockland
xitf

man, located for 18 months in the
Pacific area.
Sgt. Charles Kennard of Port
land is visiting his grandmother,
Mrs. Alice Plumer. He has re
enlisted and will leave here Wed
nesday morning to report at Devens.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Emerson of
South Warren are dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. McKinley to
night.
Miss Blanche Hannan, student at
Gates Business School in Augusta,
spent the week-end with Miss Chris
tine Williams.

BUV^

WASHINGTON, MAINE

TO LET

WANTED

Mrs. Nelson Calderwood and Mrs.
R. E. Thurston have been ill with
influenza.
Charles Burgess and Walter
Calderwood attended the Trade
show Thursday in Lewiston.
The installation of Orient Chapter
OES. w-as postponed because of the
storm to Feb. 1.
Basketball game with Liberty at
Union tonight (Tuesday) next game
is scheduled with Waldoboro one
week from tonight.
Norman Hannan has received dis
charge from the Army and returned
home last week. He served as radar

RANGE OIL BURNERS $29.95

TEL. 5-25

USE
OUR

Tuesday-Friday'

WANT-ADS

THREE large coal brooders, 3 wood
brooders. 2 electric brooders, 1 Buck
eye electric incubator 1350 eggs, l
buckwheat, coal blower. 1 automatic
temperature control.
30 pedigreed
chick Ibaskets. G. W. HODSON, Me!
vln Heights. Tel. Camden 8633
9*10
FAIRBANKS MORSE motor 5 h. p ,
new engine; also saddle horse, pure
white saddle and bridle. Write C W Y .
care The Courier-Gazette.
9*10
FURNITURE for s^le. Including din
ing table. 6 chairs, sofa, bedroom set
Call after 5 p m. MRS TURNER '..I
E. Rawley, 2nd floor. 407 Main St.
____________________________ '________ 9* It
VICTORY Crawford combination oil
and gas range
Complete with oil
buner. metal oil tank coll stove pipe,
oil barrel. May be seen at 106 Beech
St. .or CALL 66--W. _________
9*It
IN our Second Hand Department
we have for sale: Two roll top office
desks. 1 flat top office desk. 1 flat top
typewriter desk, 3 office chairs. 150
kitchen chairs 25 (-bqffet« and side
boards. 30 dining' tables. Iff library
tables, 50 rocking chairs. 20 cook stoves,
500 books.
Over I50Q . Qther pieces.
Comp In and look around. You may
find what you want. V. F. STUDLEY.
283_Main St. Tel. 1154
8-11
FIVE-ROOM house for sale, central
location, garden spot, cheap.
Write
S. R, P O BOX 76. Woolwich. , 8*9
KITCHEN range oil burners for sale.
Price $29.95: 1 Universal electric range,
1 new white kitchen range. 1 circulat
ing heater, 4 small Iron wood heaters.
3 car heaters. 1 hot water heater, colls
for oil burners. 6 oil barrels and all
kinds of stoves. C E GROTTON. 564
Main St
Tel 1091-W.__________
8 11
FEW cords of dry spruce stove slabs,
24’ lengths for sale HERBERT L. TIB
BETTS. So. Waldoboro. Me.
8*9
HOOVER vacuum with attachments
for sale.
CARLETON RIPLEY, 38
Oliver St. Tel. 767-W._______________ 8tf
THREE sleds for sale; pre-war, reconditioped like new. snow shovels
RAYE'S CRAFT SHOP, 19 Prescott St .
City.
________________
8*11
WII.LYS sedan (1937) for sale, $100
RICHARD LUFKIN. South Thomaston.
Tel 853-21._________________________ 8*9
CHEVROLET (Stan.) 1936, cylinder
head, complete, valves, refaced. NEL
LIE MARi"Z 44A Pearl St.. Camder.
________________ _____ _______________ 8*11
HOUSE-'I kAILER for sale—In good
condition. Call at MORRIS SERVICE
STATION. Tel 1136.
8-10
FOR SALE
Located in Rockland, an extra nice
home of distinction and charm. One
of the best built houses In town; handseme woodwork and floors of oak and
walnut finish; 4 beautiful fireplaces;
modern bathroom; hot water heat;
full cemented basement. Home is in
perfect condition Inside and out.
Four-room house and modem bath
room; garden spot: pleasant location,
$2000
Modern
9-room house;
fireplace
hardwood floors; modem bath; cemented cellar. Hot
heal; oil burner
First class condition
Choice central
location. $6500
»
Modern 8-room house In Thomaston.
Attractive location. All modem Jm
provements and l'n first class repair
Plenty of garden land.
*F. II. WOOD.
Top floor of Court House.
Rockland
_____________________ __ 8 9
SWISS sbjp watch In good condition
for sale. Price $15 00. TEL 793-W

______ _______________________ ZH
OFFICE Chairs for sale. Just arrived.
Oak walnut and steel desk chairs,
swivel chairs and ^Jfclght backs Steel
and wood postureTfcatrs
JOURNAL
PUBLISHING^ CO.. Office Supply and
Equipment Dept . Journal Bldg., Belfast. Me Tel. 130.
7 19
GLENWOOD parlor wood stove for
sale. A-I condition, LUKE'S OARAGE,
Camden.
940
HOUSE lot. 4 acres adjoining, city
limits, for sale. CARLETON H. RIP
LEY. 38 Oliver St. Tel. 767-W .
ltf
ALL wool yam far sale-, from manu
facturer; Samples and knitting direc
tions free.
H A . BARTLETT. Har
mony. Me.
w
1.9
GRANITE PRODUCiM LIVE FOREVER
Granite For
Walks. Curbing. Paving. Out-Door
Fireplaces .Colored Flagging. Property
markers. Boat Mooring Culvert Stone.
Brook Covers. Honor Rolls. Steps.
Monumental Stone and Bases, Crushed
Stone for Dock
Fill and Driveway Filling and Surficlna
JOHN MEEHAN A SON
Clark Island. Me ............. Rockland 21-13
Alfred C. Hocking Tenant's Harbor 56-13
___________ '_______ _ ____________ 103tf
OFFICE Equipment—We handle a
complete53tf
line of office equipment and
supplies; steel fireproof safes, all sizes.
Corona Portable typewriters. .L. C.
Smith Standard Business typewriter
Drop us a card or phone Belfast 130
r<‘IF<‘sentatlve will call on you
JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO . Journal
Building, Belfast. Me.
85tf
MY ANTIQUE glass for sale, at home
;nXs.Uay.s' Wednesdays and Saturdays.
130 to 6 p m and evenlng-s. Appropri
ate gifts for showers, weddings etc. No
dealerra E C NEWMAN. 48 Masonic
st
.
47*t.f

"I LOST 32 LBS.!
WIA« fIZI 14 AGAIN"
Once 156 lbs.. Miss Reynolds I net
weight weekly with AYD8 Vitanun Candy Reducing Plan. Now
$ he has a xnodara figure. Your ex
perience may or may not be the
same but try this easier reducing
0Lan. Very first Box Must Show
Results or money back.

I

y

NORTH HAVE!

bpl. Donald Stone has
his discharge from the arm\|
rived home last Saturda’.
here from Manila. Cpl. Si
in service nearly three year
four (months of this speiq
Pacific area.
A surprise party was give I
Mrs. H. T. Crockett Tu(J
their home, honoring their
ding anniversary. Those
were Mr. and Mrs. CrocJ
and Mrs. Malcolm Crock{
and Mrs. Arthur Emerson
Mrs. Frank Sampson,
Crockett and Hope Ames

1 TAtTBKttNwfo
on,
GREEN BEANS
SPINACH
BROCCOLI r

CAI N S

HORSERADISH
By Th* M*k*r» of

ICAIN'S MAYONI

WALDOBI

JO I

SA
A CAR FOR EVEj
FOR
Service!

Style!

FORD
DESIGNED FOR EVI

PICKUPS
LONG WHEEL!
10 WHEEL—H^
WE CAN FI
PLAC]

PARTS
IV

ALLSIZS

Have
You

In clinical testa conducted by
medicaldoct>r» more than 100

persona lost 14 to 15 pounds
averagea few weeks with
the A YDS Vitamin Candy
Reducing Plan.

The recently formed I
Club met Wednesday night
home of Miss Priscilla Whib
present were Annette Davis
thy Jonnson, Madelyn PL
and Priscilla White, Miss
was elected treasurer. p
xnents were served. The pur
tW club is to get dolls, mak(
for them and send them
dren’s Hospitals. The next 1
will be Jan. 30, at 7 p. m
home of Annette Davis.
Mr and Mrs. Curtis Web
nounce the birth Jan. 23 of .
ter—Lois Jane.
Tne Nitaneat Club was en,t'
at supper Thursday by Mr
Shields te her home on
street. A social evening wa
with sewing and knitting
O. E. Huse of Kent’s Hill, /
der Alley of Saddleback Lig
tion and James Sherry of
ware guests Thursday and
aA the home of Capt. and
M. Miller.
The Pox Island Junior 4
met Wednesday night at ti:
of the leader, Mrs. Ivan CaW
Tne project for the meet,
sewing on lunch cloths and
after which games were pin)
refreshments served.
The Atlantic Street Brio|
met Frnday with Mrs Ow<
erts at her home on Carve
Lunch was served. First
cards was won by Mrs Eleaij
way; second by Mrs. Etta
Mr. and Mrs. H E. Mor
flounce the marriage
tAughter Ruth to Robert I]
Jan. 12, at Amesbury, Ma
newlyweds are now makir
home at 9 Water street.
Mass., after spending their
moon at Sebago Lake
Mrs. F. V. Mullen, was hd
I the Weary Club Saturday]
home on Pleasant street
was served and the evening
antly passed with cards.
Marguerite Chapter. O.E|
hold installation of officers
A Ibox lunch will be served v |
Christie and Mrs. Gertrude
as committee.

Bnakln

No exercise. No laxatives. No
drugs. Eat plenty. You don’t cut
out meals, potatoes, etc., you just
cut them down. Simple when you
enjoy delicious AYDS Vitamin Candy before
meals. Only $2.25 for 30 days' supply. Phons
CARROLL CUT RATE
104 Main Street, Rockland

Drug Counter* Everywhere

FOR A

Waldol
UNION S'
PROTECT
YOl

esday-Friday

Tuesday-Frida? ’
VINALKAVEN
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Looking Down on Snow Shipyard From Sky

ft ft ft ft
MRS- EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent
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The recently formed Islander
Club met Wednesday night at the
home of Miss Priscilla White. Those
present were Annette Davis, Doro
thy Jonnson, Madelyn Philbrook,
and Priscilla White, Miss Davis
was elected treasurer. Refresh
ments were served. The purpose of
<7 dub is to get dolls, make clothes
for them and send them to Chil
drens Hospitals. The next meeting
will be Jan 30, at 7 p. m., at the
home of Annette Davis.
Mr and Mrs. Curtis Webster an
nounce the birth Jan. 23 of a daughter_Ix>is Jane.
,
Tne Nitaneat Club was entertained
at supper Thursday by Mrs. Victor
Shields te her home on School
street. A social evening was passed
with sewing and knitting.
O E Huse of Kent’s Hill, Alamander Alley of Saddleback Light Sta
tion and James Sherry of Bangor
vat guests Thursday and Friday '
.JR: he home of Capt. and' Mrs. A
M. Miller.
The Fox Island Junior 4-H Club
met Wednesday night at the home
of the leader, Mrs. Ivan Calderwood. ,
Tne project for the meeting was I
sewing on lunch cloths and aprons,
after which games were played and
refreshments served.
The Atlantic Street Bridge Club
met Frnday with Mrs. Owen Rob
erts at her home on Carver street. '
Lunch was served. First prize at [
cards was won by Mrs Eleanor Con
way; second by Mrs. Etta Morton
Mr. and Mrs. H E. Morton an- i
nounce the marriage of their
^lighter Ruth to Robert Duplisea,
Jan 12. at Amesbury, Mass. The
newlyweds are now making their
home at 9 Water street, Millbury,
Mass., after spending their honey
General Seafoods, Shipyard Divi of wooden naval craft on the East
moon at Sebago Lake.
z
Mrs. F. V Mullen, was hostess to sion, Rockland, Maine, until this ern seaboard.
Mechanic street can be seen run
th? Weary Club Saturday at her past week known as Snow Shipyards,
ning
through the left center of the
home on Pleasant street. Supper Inc., as it looked from the air at the
picture and swinging left to Atlantic
was served and the evening pleas
height of the wartime building boom street. All territory’ to the right and
antly passed with cards.
Marguerite Chapter. O.ES., win which really brought the yard recog top of the picture has been ac
hold installation of officers Feb. 4 nition as one of the largest builders quired by General Seafoods.
A box lunch will be served with Mrs. ------------------------------------------- -—
Christie and Mrs. Gertrude Sellers pleasant evening was spent at cards.
“Nothing But Hate”
Refreshments were served.
as committee.
The annual election of officers
was
held at the Unity Guild last What Mrs. Cuddy Found On
<»
NORTH HAVEN
Tuesday afternoon. These officers
r
Old Revolutionary
Cpl. Donald Stone has received were elected: President, Mrs. Ida
his discharge from the army and ar
Battleground
Dver; vice president, Mrs. Maud
rived home last Saturday, coming Simpson; treasurer, Mrs. Elizabeth
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
here from Manila. Cpl. Stone was Bunker and secretary, Mrs. Doris
Recently I read an article that
in service nearly three years, all but
Shields. Two new members were
four months of this spent in the added to the organization. Mrs. Eda ended by saying that we hate,
Pacific area.
Lcadbetter, and Mrs. James Haskell, nothing but hate, and I was rennndA surprise party was given Mr. and A tea was given in their honor.
ed of a visit, last Fall, to Fort GrisMrs. H. T. Crockett Tuesday at
Slc Ronald Gillis has received wold, the old Revolutionary bottle
their home, honoring their 43d wed
his discharge from the Nav> and grouncj
Groton., Conn
ding anniversary. Those present arrived home last Saturday. Sea
On, that hillside above the
were Mr. and Mrs. Crockett, Mr. man Gillis was in service 19 montns.
and Mrs. Malcolm Crockett. Mr.
Thames River Lt. Col. William
Jane Quinn celebrated her eighth
and Mrs. Arthur Emerson, Mr. and
birthday last Wednesday afternoon Ledyard's hastily assembled miMrs. Frank Sampson, Richard
by
entertaining a group of friends litia of only 150 men gave «way to
Crockett and Hope Ames. A very
at her home. These present were the British attach on Groton While
Jane and Judy Quinn. Helen Shields, Benedict ArnoId, the
American
Douglas Stone, Delma Mills, Rose
traitor,
directed and watched irom
anne Burgess, Bodine and Jimmy
McDonald.
Jeannette
Hopkins, New London, across the river.
<a
Louise and Patsy Morrison, Lucille
The untrained riflemen sold their
* GREEN BEANS
Quinn, Patsy Calderwood. Fletcher lives dearly and Col. Ledyard, their
* SPINACH
Burgess, Alden Mills, Jack Brown, commander was dastardly murdered
* BROCCOLI °
Dana, Marylyn and Nancy Sherer.
Those invited, but unable to attend by his own sword which in defeat
were Dennis and Ellis Brown. Games he had extended to his British capwere played and a pleasarft after- tor, a Major Montgomery; Montnoon spent. Ice cream and birthday gOmery instantly plunged it through
HORSEcake were served.
his heart. Yet, strangely enough,
By Th® Ma
Word has been received of the
•’
ICAIN’S MAYONNAISE marriage. Jan. £., at Forest Hills, i there is not onl>' a marker where
Col. Ledyard fell, but also one as a
memorial to the British Major who
in turn was felled by a pike wielded
by Ledyard s negro servant.
And apparently no one has objetted to the boot cast in, granite as
JOHN H- MILLER. Owner
a tribute to prottobly the only leg
ever
buried with military honors;
LINCOLN
FORD
MERCURY
the leg Of Benedict Arnold which he
lost (while in honorable service to
his country.
SALES ANO SERVICE
There they are—side by side—and
A CAR FOR EVERY NEED.
today, who knows their hate? It
FOR EVERY POCKETBOOK,
can't be apathy. Indifference had
FOR EVERY DESIRE!
no place in a town that had been
Dependable!
Beauty! Smart! Sal
burned by an enemy—its wounded
and
prisoners mistreated and nearly
—ALSO—
all of its male citizens wiped out.
FORD 100H.P. TRUCKS
No—the town was not indifferent,
neither did it forget, but there was
DESIGNED FOR EVERY TYPE OF USE AND REQUIREMENT
neither room nor time for hate so
they buried it and put an iron, fence
PICKUPS
TONNERS
DUMP TRUCKS
around
the spot
LONG WHEELBASE UNITS
SCHOOL BUSES
In 1842 Fort Griswold was cec'
10 WHEEL—HEAVY DUTY UNITS—10 WHEEL
to the United States Governnment
WE CAN FURNISH YOUR REQUIREMENTS
and a monument was efreted to com
PLACE YOUR ORDER EARLY
memorate a step toward our pro
PARTS
ACCESSORIES
OIL
gress as a NationToday, I am sure, there is little
ALL SIZES OF TIRES AND TUBES
association of our British Allies
with the tragedy that occurred on
How
Is
that hill. There remain only a few
FOR A REAL LUBRICATION JOB
markers, a monument, and a little
Your
—VISIT—
monument house filled with antique
B
Waldoboro Garage Station
C
relics of a battle. The original
A
H
UNION ST., COR. PARK ROCKLAND
T
A
T
N. Y„ of Harold H Beverage, for
I
PROTECT YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NOW
E
N
merly of this town and Miss Patricia
YOU’LL SAVE IN THE END
R
S
Yurgel
of New York. They are now
Y
located at 250 Bronxville road,
Bronxville. N Y,

CAI NS

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

MAINE COUNCIL OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

The dock in the upper left is ‘nar
of the Maine Central Railroad,
which will be completely rebuilt and
became one of the most modern fish
piers in evistence. Now, it is
thought that the wharf will be some
900 feet in length with a possible
“T” across the end.

The area between the junction cf
Mechanic and Atlantic streets, is
owned by General Seafcrds and 's
expected to be the location of some
of the proceeding buildings.
The area in the lower right is a
part of the shipyard properly and
joins the now open fields which the
company lias purchased *rom i aw-

rerce Portland Cement Company
and -extends to the Owl s Head line
and the South Main street and back
to the Snow line see in the picture.
The shipyard docks shows in the
upper center, back of which and to
the right are the new machine shops
boiler and plate shops erected after
the fire of February, 1913.

I
guard house and a small building in
some figuring. Then it was discov
Was A Wild Finish
which were molded the bullets used
ered that the teams were nearly
by the gallant defenders of Fort
even, with Poole and the Goose the
Griswold. It is history void of hate? Telling How Stonewall Jack- only ones left to bowl.
Hate is a state of mind, unpro
Knowing that the world was rest
son Goose Won Game For
ductive of anything good yet as
ing on his shoulders the Goose was
the Ganders
flourishing as a green bay tree but
treading around like a hen on eggs,
it can wilt and die if we refuse to
In one of the most exciting finish while Poole stood erect, smiling,
keep it nourished by constantly re es ever seen in (the many years of confident.
viewing the atrocities that engende;
The crash—wham—each bowler
Skipper-Gander bowling, the Skip
it.
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy.
got a nine-pin break, with a single
pers came from way behind to al
pin standing on the corner, the No
most (note that word almost) win a 10 pin. The Goose rolled first and
WEST ROCKPORT
Ralph Thorndike, Sr., who was match that the Ganders thought to his chagrin and the dismay of
ill several weeks, is able to be out they could not possibly lose.
his teammates his second ball rolled
again but not yet able to return o
And the only reason, the Skipmen into the gutter. Poole gracefully
work.
did not pull the match out of tne made his spare and it looked as if
Tuesdaj- Club met this week with fire was that the old Goose stood the Ganders were on the way out.
Mrs. Robert Heald.
there in the way. Goose the indis And when Poole made a seven on
pensable,
the Indefatigable, Goose File spare It looked pretty bad for
Robert Deane, who has re-enlist
ed in the Army Ail' Corps has re- the Stonewall Jackson of the Gan-/ the Ganders for it put the Goose
turned to a Southern camp and ex ders bowling team. Looking some on a spare to tie or win
But the Goose had one more
thing like a North Pole explorer in
pects to go overseas soon.
shot in, his locker, and he is
The Farm Bureau met recently his ice cutting garments, complain
not one to give up or give in. as long
ing
of
a
jammed
toe
and
a
wrenched
with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kontio.
back, chilblains and frost-nipped as there is a fighting chance. So
Harold Tolman is home from
I ears, the old Goose nevertheless with a beeching look at the minis
Germany and visiting his parents, I
stood like the proverbial stonewall ter as if for a little spiritual support
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Telman near
and muttered “They shall not pass.'’ (which was not forthcoming as the
Rockville He has re-enlisted in
Reverend is a dyed in the wool
It all happened this-a-way.
the Army.
The Ganders had taken the first Skipperi the Goose let fly. And lo
Mrs. Roberta Martin and daugh
two strings of this match, the first and behold, the miracle happened,
ter Patricia of Augusta were week
by 43 pins and the second by 13 and the pins all went down like a house
end guests of the former's sister,
it looked like a walkover, with pos of cards, the Goose had a strike,
Mrs. Vernon Packard.
sibly the Ganders taking all three. and the house went wild Although
There was no school Monday aft
But in the third string the Skip- re did not need them all, the Goose
ernoon because of the storm. The
j
bus vas unable to complete the pers got going, and as spare after got a nine on his strike and it pulled
trjp home and the pupils were : spare began to show on the score the Gander boys out by seven pins,
whereas they expected to lose bp
brought home by taxi. The teach- board, with nary a mark for the
about
that many.
er Inez Ripley of Union, stayed Ganders, the situation, began to
In addition to his spectacular fin
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur j change, and with it the expression
ish. the Goose had a total of 302
on
the
face
of
Captain
Grimes.
Clark until traveling conditions
With 56 pins to make up not a and he was once more head man for
were improved.
single Skipper thought they had a the evening Needless to say, the
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette chance, until toward the close of world was a very happy place to be
the string time was taken out to do in. for the Goose and his Ganders,
83 00 a year
on a dark and stormy night, Jan.
14, 1946.
The match had some other spec
tacular features such as the ground
and lofty tumbling of Frankie Ad
ams. who tried to slide on a sticky
floor, much to the astonishment of
everybody and Frankie's muscles.
Frankie claimed this sudden descent
to bowling alley level so unnerved
him he couldn't do better than the
65 he got in the first string, and per
haps the boy had something there,
for his score seemed to rise as h®
got over the fear of falling down
On the other hand Clyde Bickford
started off like a whiz <88> and end
ed up like a fiizz (641, but as variety
is the spice of life so it is in bowling.
But Cap Grimes says he will take p
little less spice for his health. The
score:
Ganders—'MacDonald 257, Grimes
A deafening crash . . . mangled, broken bodies . . . twisted
250,
Bickford 234. Sanborn 255, the
wreckage . . . and another grisly chapter written in the
Goose
302; total, 1298.
record of highway accidents. One survivor said, “But the
Skippers—Young 244, Adams 237,
road was so dark I didn’t see him coming”. So often that
simple fact—‘the road was so dark’—spells the difference Anderson 246, Peterson 271, Poole
293; total, 1291.
between life and death!
This tragedy might have been
averted if adequate street lighting had been installed. Pro
tect your property and your Jives with adequate street light
ing.
___ . —1

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
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Immediate action for developing
Vets are granted without charge
a financial program and a more ef 5i permit to hunt for two years
fective approach to the employ' from date of discharge or two
ment problem, was strongly urged years after termination of World
by members of the Executive Com Warr H. whichever is the later date.
mittee of the Maine Council of Vet Same privilege for men and women
erans Affairs last week.
on furlough.
Teachers are continued in system
Arguments circling the bonus is
and
jobs protected.
sue pointed again to the establish
Five
points added to qualifying
ment of a revolving fund for use in
supplementing guaranteed federal rating of vets seeking State employ
loans to vets. Several weeks ago ment, ten points for service-con
the Finance Committee suggested nected disability.
Persons in the armed forces is
$&,CO.OOO toe raised for that purpose,
but when the question of the bonus sued license to operate motor ve
was brought up many advocated an hicle without payment of fee. Vets
increase in the revolving fund as a licensed prior to entry in service
more beneficial measure for the may secure operator’s license with
.
veterans. The Committee is study out examination or test.
ing the problem and !may come up
SWAN’S ISLAND
with a recommendation at the next
Mrs Henry A. Ure and son Wil
meeting.
Some communities reported that liam Nelson of Schenectady. N. Y ,
they have been able to handle the are visiting her parents, Mr. and
problem of reemployment of re Mrs. Nelson Morse
turning sevice men and women very | Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Conary
satisfactorily but aocordiing to Hen have returned home after visiting
ri Benoit, Portland, member of the in Portland and Rockland.
Council's Employment Committee,
Wendell Smith of Rockland is at
not enough is being done to arouse the home of his uncle, Guy Luntthe responsibility of employers and
Pvt Carlyle Staples is home on
the public In helping veterans get 15-days’ furlough.
jobs.
Mrs. Charles Burns is visiting her
The American Legion and the daughter in Stonington for a few
Amvets have come out in, favor of days.
i
a financial program such as the re
Mrs. Anson Williams of the Sea
volving fund while the Veterans of coast Mission staff is substituting
Foreign Wars went on record Sun as teacher in the Union school on
day for the payment of a cash account of the illness of the teacher
bonus.
Miss Margaret Kent.
During the past two years the
Rev. Carl F. Hall has been, visit
State of Maine has done much to ing the Down East parishes of the
give our men and women, in the Seacoast Mission with IRev. Anson
armed services and our returned Williams.
vets the benefits and protection to
Mr. and Mrs. (Warren Higgins are
which they are entitled. They in visiting relatives and friends on the
clude:
mainland.
Exemption of men in, the service
Nelson White has the telephone
from poll tax.
installed; number 6-5.
Protection of employees of the
State and subdivision as to senior
ORFF’S CORNER
ity, retirement and return to for
Mrs. Raymond Jackson has re
mer positions.
turned from iSangerville where she
Two million /dollars appropria spent a week with her mother, Mrs.
tion, for post-war planning in the Jean Cuthbertson, who was ill.
interests of veterans and war work
Wallace Prock and Raymond
ers.
Jackson, Jr., were among the High
Absentee voting for persons in School boys who attended the poul
armed forces.
try show in (Boston over the week
Enactment of laiws for the educa end.
•
tion of orphans of veterans
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Hutchins and
Financial aid to needy depen sons Raymond and Harold were in
dents.
Augusta Saturday.
Exemption from poll taxes of Mrs. Henry Meyer of Beverly,
vets receiving pension, or compensa Mass., has been guest of her daugh
tion from Veterans Administration ter, Mrs. J. H. Damon, Jr., for a
for sendee-connected disabilities.
week.
i
Exemption from taxes on estates
Mrs. Albert (Elwell and daughter
to the value of $3,500 for vets who Elizabeth were visitors Saturday in
have reached the age of 62 or are
Augusta and Gardiner.
drawing pension or compensation
The Pentecostal services conduct
for total disability.
ed (by Rev. Vernon E. Carver at the
Veterans, their families, or child Community House Sunday nights,
ren may not be pauperized.
have been discontinued for a few
Town clerks shall record dis
weeks.
,
charges or release papers of Sol
The Farm Bureau met Wednesday
diers and Sailors whq have served
at Community House with 12 wom
in the armed services of the
en present
The speaker, Mrs.
United States in time of war, and
Maude Clark Gay, was unable to
have been honorably discharged
be present. Her paper, ‘Early Set
Towns and cities may raise money
for rehabilitation and employment tlement of Waldoboro," was read by
Mrs. Julia Burgess.
t
programs for vets.
An honorably discharged World
TENANT’S HARBOR
War TI who lias graduated from a
Officers
of Naomi Chapter O£S.
Class A Secondary school shall be
will
be
installed
Friday night by
deemed to have had the necessary
Gladys
Davis
the
retiring worthy
preliminary education required in
order to take an examination, for J matron as installing officer.• assisted
admission to the bar of the State. by Henry Patterson retiring worthy
An honorably discharged vet who patron, past matron; Mary Marriott,
chaplain, past matron; Jessie HaiTis,
held a malt beverage license or
marshal and past matron; Mabie
owned a restaurant may be issued a
Wilson, organist.
license without having been, in
business for the three months Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
prior to date of application.
$3.00 a year

Fine—Fresh -- Flavorful

SAIAHA'
In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer’s
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3.39

TIRES

1.44

Ski Pants
n.in.Ti
HEAVYi WARM
SIZES
4 to 12
SPECIAL

3.98

ECONOMY

CLOTHES
SHOP

Subscribe in Tne Courier-Gazette
*3.00 a year

Dt soro

PLYMOUTH
Rockland. Maine

Whether it's Engine Rebuilding, Electrical Repair, or any
of the many Southworth Services, all Southworth work is
done according to "factory specifications" by highly skilled
workmen in Maine's finest, best equipped Machina Shop.

Do YOU suffer from

CRAMPS

If It’s Fixable^ Southworth Can Fix It.

NERVOUS TENSION

Write lor Information and Prices.

ADVERTISEMENTS

Exclusive Maine Distributors of "Caterpillar" Tractors and Road Building Machinenj

■ I ▲ Il -

ROCKLAND
e-T-i3

YOUR CONVENIENCE

on “CERTAIN DAYS” of the month?
If female functional monthly dis
turbances make you suffer crampa.
headache, backache, weak, tired, ner
vous, cranky feelings—at such times
—try Lydia E. Plnkham’e Vegetable
Compound to relieve such symptoms.
Taken thruout the month — Plnkhain s Compound helps build up re
sistance against such symptoms. Also
great stomachic tonic! Try itl

SOUTH WORTH MACHINE CO

iii

111

PORTLAND

maim:
i
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James Mulloy Indulges In a
Bit of Philosphy Which
Is Timely

Dixfield’s Woman Aspirant For the
Liquor Commission Thinks She
Knows Why

Dixfield, Jan. 19.
I wish to express my appreciation
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In these days of unrest discon of the wholehearted support given
tent strikes and fact-finding boards my candidacy for Liquor Commis
the members of which are paid $100 sioner, Which would give me a
per day each, one wonders if the swollen, head except that I realize
bee of discontent that has been they are all after the promised re
bothering the working people of Eu ward of a bottle of “booze”—“Suthin'
rope for so long has started sting for nuthin’ ” in the latest approved
ing the working people of the Unit style. They nearly all indicate a
ed States and awakened them to preference for "4 Roses” and
the fact that all men are born develops that they interpret it is
equal and that the Creator intended American Beauties of the Night
that each of us should have a fair Club brand. “Murder will out!”
share of the wealth.
As a matter of fact, the Maine
It is said that 10 percent of the Liquor Commission having so far
people control 90 percent of the been monopolized by the “Lords of
wealth. If this is true there is sure Creation," should now be changed
to be discontent among the other 90 to full feminine board If anyone
percent The working people believe can present any valid reason for
that all wealth is created by labor opposing the idea, I am willing to
and that it Is not right for a few to listen. I believe statistics show
have many times more wealth than women owning three-fourths of
they need while the masses of the the property of the country, 10 years
people have hardly enough to keep ago, or more, although some of it
soul end body together and many may have been transferred to them
old people are in dire distress.
by their husbands to escape at
The working people do not care tachment for debt.
v
Incidentally, the women toda^
to have large sums of money or to
control large amounts of wealth; hold a majority of the votes. Now
they want steady work, a pair per the question arises should the
cent of the wealth created by their minority rule and keep the women
labor and they expect this to be in subjection, or let them have a
enough to furnish good homes with voice to in some way compare with
modern conveniences, jail the neces the demands of the so called Labor
sities and some of the luxuries of element, which owned 66% of the
life. They also want their children 1 country’s wealth five years ago, or
to have the same opportunity for more, yet are now insisting on
education and advancement as the 1 sharing the profits equally with the
children of the rich. They do not industrialists who chanced to have
like to see their children barred sufficient brains for building plants
from society by barriers built on to furnish them employment “Ask
the sign of the dollar. They be I and ye shall receive!" Everything
lieve that their many years of to gain and nothing to lose. It is
service should return dividends the significant that nothing is said
same as the Invested dollars of the about sharing the losses, however,
rich return dividends and they if employers are so gouged by thflr
want to collect those dividends with Government that concerns go in
dignity the same as the rich man the “red,*'’ showing they ‘‘know
collects his dividends.
their onions.” Labor racketeers
They want to retire from active escape all responsibility as well as
labor at an age young enough to taxes. Smart! Many union mem
permit them to enjoy a few years bers are not in sympathy with them,
of life. When we work out a system but are compelled to join the unions
that insures the working people in order to get work in this former
these
things
discontent
and “Land of the free and home of the
strikes will disappear and the brave.”
Sybil A. Howe.
working people of the world will
Read The Courier-Gazette
halt in their great search for an
ideal form of Government and ac
cept our democratic form and our
way of life. War wifi be abolished
and we can look forward to a last
ing peace.
James W Mulloy.

MALE
USHERS
WANTED

GRANGE CORNER
aa£ ft
f
IVmra Items fram all of the P*trons of Husbandry are welcomed
hers.

Officers cf Acorn Grange of Cush
ing were installed Jan. 16 by Past
Master Nora Seaver, assisted by
marshal, Flora Maloney, chaplain,
Gladys Davis; pianist, Fannie
Davis. Officers are: Master, Homer
Marshall; overseer, Lester Delano;
lecturer, Evelyn Delano; secretary,
Katheryn Maloney; steward, Ken
neth Ome; assistant steward,
Robert Ames; chaplain, Mrs. Hall;
gate keeper, Raybert Stevens; ceres,
Mildred Marshall; Pomona, Marion
Ames; Mora, Jola Smith; treasurer,
Albert Orff; lady assistant steward,
Janet Orff; executive committee,
Ralph Dee. A short program and
refreshments were served.
Acorn Grange of Cushing will
work the4irst and second degrees on
five candidates Jan. 30, and the third
and fourth degrees Feb. 6. Those
who have not been solicited will
take sweets on this date.
• • • •
Seven Tree Grange is invited to
White lOak Orange, North Warren
to attend installation Friday night.
Ray Danforth will act as installing
officer. Members of Seven Tree are
asked to furnish sweets. Grange
Circle will meet at the Grange hall
Wednesday to clean the hall.
Picnic dinner will be served at noon.
There will be a rehearsal of the
first and second degrees at the reg
ular meeting in the evening

Mrs. Lizzie I
EFA Club Wc<
the home of
Glen Cove.

1st Lieut. Gr
Army Nursing
mother, Mrs
j^while on term,
'sell served in
for 30 months.
England, Fra:J
thei expiration
resume civiliai)

The Rubins
cate a progran]
pital,” a depar
tion cf Musi
meeting in th|
Friday at 8
desiring to
Mrs. Raymonc
club member J
Stro-ut is chair|
program cons
instrumental
a pageant of
Nations. A co|
fit of the caus

'

Tonian Circl
Church will n I
church parlor |
supper.

Mrs. Lucy R
room dancing
Party last nigl
Four-year-olt
tain.ed with dal
won the prize
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GETTING MUCH SUPPORT

What Workers Want

These ordinances covered and re
MISS HELEN M. RICH
GLADYS O. CONDON
vised the administrative code of the
Correspondent
Correspondent
city, as outlined in a previous edi
tion of this paper, and bring them
Tel. 2214
Tel. 113-3
to date and set up in such a manner
John Thomas is steadily improv
Norman Rogers, son of Mrs. as to permit smooth function of the
ing
at the Community Hospital.
Herbert Wheeler, was promoted to city government under the managerJoseph T. Bagley, GjM. 3c, son of
Major previous to his recent dis council system.
One provided for police and listed Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bagley, is home
charge from tlie Army Air Forces
Major Rogers will remain in the a Chief to head the department, a on a 45-day leave. Bagley, who has
Captain of Pclice to act as assistant been in the Navy 38 months, 31 of
Reserves.
and deputy and a Sergeant in charge which were spent in, the South and
Richard Stone, son of Mr and
rf patrolmen.
Southwest Pacific, was on the Air
Mrs. Dana Stone, is an appendec
Next Monday night, public head craft Carrier USS Car which had
tomy patient at Knox Hospital.
ings will be given on the new ordi
Miss Mary Luce, who is attending nances governing taxicab'., licenses the distinction of having sunk six
Colby College, spent the weekend and snow removal. It is rumore I Japanese submarines within 48
with her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth that there will be opposition by some hours. Besides receiving the Presi
dent’s Citation, young Bagley is
Luce
groups to certain items in the license wearing five stars for Serving in that
Robert Young has been honor ordinance and the one covering number of major battles, Saipan,
ably discharged from the Navy and taxicabs, with the groups intending i
Eniwetok, Kwajelein, Palau and
is at the home of his parents, Mr. to appear with the r att inies to
Tinian He has re-enlisted in the
and Mrs. Hollis Young.
oppose them, cr asx tar certain re
Navy and at the end of his leave
Mrs Harold Dana entertained the visions.
will report in Boston for continued
Under the charter, the council
Contract Club Friday afternoon at
duty.
her home on Dunn street
Mrs. may make the changes they request
Ladies of the GAR. will meet at
Richard Elliot won highest score. or pass the ordinance as it stands,
the
Grange hall Friday night. A
Mrs. Arthur Elliot will entertain the as they deem best in the interests of
picnic
supper will be served at 6
the city. However, should the pas
club Friday.
Cutting Blubber, was painted in oil in 1832 by the marine artist, Robert Salmon, (c 1775-e 1842) who came
Rae Clark, daughter of Mr and sage not please those effected by o’clock.
from Great Britain to Boston in 1828. The museum owns four of his cil paintings, all dated, numbered and
Miss
Barbara
Wood
of
Hallowell
them;
they
may
petition
for
a
ref

Mrs. Aaron Clark entertained a,
signed on the back by their methodical author. —Courtesy of the Farnsworth Gallery.
group of friends Saturday at a ( erendum and force it to a vote of spent the week-end with her par
birthday dinner party to celebrate the citizens. This is the first time ents, Mr and Mrs. Carlton Wood.
of plantations life. Packed with story which makes fascinating
Miss Jannice French was home
her 10th birthday at her home on since the city was established that
dramatic
action, surprise and reading.
Main street Those present yere: such an act is possible; giving the from Boston for the week-end. Her
Brideshead Revisited, by Evelyn
suspense, it should be one of Mrs.
Kathleen Libby. Jeanine Spaulding, people the opportunity to approve parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. French,
Waugh.
In 1943 Captain Charles
Keyes'
most
popular
books.
to
disapprove
the
laws
which
will
have closed their home at Lincoln
Nancy Morse, Shirley and Faye
Ryder
is
billeted near Brideshead,
The White Deer, by James Thur
ville Beach for the remainder of the
Seekins, Donnal Carroll, Norma govern them.
ber. This book contains a Thurber an English country house owned
Winter and are occupying one of
Clark and I^ouise Jones.
and
B
’
s,
Lawrence
Kangas,
Jean
world of kings anil princesses and by Marsuis of Marchmain. In tell
the Haskell-Corthell apartments on
Mayflower Temple, P. S, will
Cushing,
Ruth
Snowman.,
Lillian
Main street.
enchanetd deer, of Thurber wizards ing tlie love story of Ryder and
meet Friday at 7.30 The new otlicers
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
O
’
Neil,
Bernard
Hastings;
B
’
s,
Rog

and dwarfs, of perilous labors, of Julia Marchmain, the author is
Robert
Anderson,
son
of
Mr.
and
i
will fill the chairs.
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Grace Chapter, O.E.S., will hold er Levan, Gertrude Hanley. Juniors, Mrs. A. L. Anderson, has been re Bvery week-day: 9 a m lo 8 30 p m dark enchantment, of rhymed telling the story of the England of
riddles, of false love and true. Their the 1920’s and 1930’s. In the course
• • « «
a semi-public installation Wednes A s and B’s, Phyllis Risteen, Roland leased from the Navy after serving
story is a fairy tale for grownups, of the novel he illuminates the
Morse,
Jr.,
Helen
Lynch,
Lois
Hast

three
years
and
one
day,
much
of
“A man is himself plus the
day at 8 o'clock
annotated
with Thurber drawings. modern conflict between religion
ings,
Joan
Crie,
Lorraine
Butler,
which was spent in the Pacific. He
books he reads.”
Francis Tillson and Herbert
A
story
tender,
funny, wise and ab and divorce, and it is in his por
Irene
Brooks.
Sophomores,
A
s
and
had the rating of Machinist’s Mate,
Fales were honor guests at a birth
Sixty-two children attended the surd, full of wonderful magic which traits, his sharp comments and his
day party given them by Mr. Till B’s, Gay Stetson, Enid Stanley, second class.
story hour held Friday afternoon at only tlie young in heart will un wit, that he shows himself one of
son’s daughter Mrs Frank Buszayn- Rosalie Sewall, Lloyd Miller, Helen Brewster Jameson, a student at the Library. The story, “Six Serv derstand.
England’s major novelists.
ski at her home on the Meadow McLain,, Arlene Anderson; B’s, Harvard College, is spending his
Most
Secret,
by
Nevil
Shute,
a
Judd Rankin's Daughter, by Susan
ants,’’ was told to the children by
road. Sunday. Those present were: Charlotte Overlock, Thomas Bell, mid-year vacation with his parents,
thrilling story of warfSre in the Glaspell, is a sincere and realistic
Mrs. Ella Gatcombe. Another story turbulent English Channel, long story of family life against a con
Mrs. Herbert Fales, Mrs. Frank Hope Paulsen. Freshmen, As and Dr and Mrs. C. H. Jameson.
Everett Hobbs of Hope was win hour will be held in about two held up by the Admiralty for securi temporary American background.
Buszynski, Mr and Mrs. Foster B’s, Christine Maxey, Emily Smith,
ty reasons, is at last released. When It is the story of Frances Mitchell,
Fales, Mrs. John Tillson, Neil anu Joanne Vinal; B's, Gloria Brooks, ner of first prize in whist at the weeks.
A new addition, to the magazine the sardine boat, “Genevieve,” her mentally ill son, invalided
Grange hall last Saturday. Mrs.
John, Buszynski.
They received Signe Siwanholme.
Annie Gould followed with second section is the Parent Teachers’ armed only with a flame thrower home from the South Pacific, and
many nice gifts.
Pythian Sisters Installation
and a few tommy guns, sailed across of her father, Judd Rankin, and it
highest score; and Mrs. Lillian Lin Magaziine. The books “‘Education the Channel, she was manned by
Mrs. Theodore Konelich is em
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sis
is through him that she learns how
coln received the consolation. There For All American Youth,” “Com a strange and conflicting group of to find her son again. Another of
ployed at Cogan’s drug store.
ters, lield its installation Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Clark and at the Knights of Pythias hall. The will be another party next Saturday. munity Life In a Democracy” and men who are united in oniy one the author’s popular novels.
Carlton Wood entertained the “Planning For American, Youth" thing—a burning hatred for the
family spent Sunday with her par
Light Fiction ;
new officers were installed by Mrs.
Told with all Nevil
members of the Decimvir Club at a have also been added to the shelves Germans
ents, Mr and Mrs. Daniel Keyes in
Dora Maxey, district deputy grand
The Widening Pool, by Jane Eng
These are all recommended for !Shi;'te’s story telling genius, thiis
dinner meeting Friday at his home
Bucksport.
land
chief, assisted by Mrs. Kathleen
on Pearl street. Dr. C. Harold parents and teachers by the State tale, of the part that four men and
Weymouth Grange will have a
Powder Valley Showdown, by
Parent
Teachers
’
Association.
Studley as grand senior and Mrs.
a French fishing ship played in
Jameson read on “The Medical Uses
dinner Thursday noon at the K P.
The
children's
room
hums
with
Peter
Field.
Blanche Everett as grand manager.
helping the people of a small Breton
of Atomic Energy.”
hall.
Wait
For Love, by Joan Garrison.
activity
these
days
as
members
of
Those installed wore corsages of The snow storm last Friday, which
coast village, makes thoroughly
Kay Keizer, daughter of Mr. and
Puzzle
in Porcelain, by Robin
the
"Look-it-up-Club
”
who
are
good reading.
yellow jonquils. They were: Most
served as a quietus for most activi sixth grade students, look up their Officially Dead, by Quentin Rey Grey.
Mrs Horace Keieer on, the New
excellent chief. Ina Keizer; excel ties, did not daunt the “Knit-Wits’' encyclopedia lessors which are giv
Rumor Hath It, by Christopher
Count road, is ill with pneumonia.
lent senior, Barbara Jack; excellent and their public chop suey supper en in teaching them How To Use nolds, The outbreak of the war in Hale
The High School Honoy Roll is:
the Far East found Columbus Dar
junior, Junette Kalloch, substituting at the Snow Bowl. A fairly good the Encyclopedias. These lessons
Case For Equity, by Katherine
Seniors—As Carlton Sawyer; A's
win Smith piloting a river steamer
for Dora Maxey; manager, Dorothy crowd attended and everyone had a are a. fine follow-up to the lessons in China, and incidentally keeping Hill.
Ann Star, Staff Nurse, by Ade
Horsley; mistress of records and good time. Beano was played after which are given these same stu official notes on the pirates, smug
laide
Humphries.
dents each Fall at the library.
correspondence, Grace Andrews;
glers and foreign spies who were
supper, with white elephant prizes.
Scarlet Button,, by Anthony Gil
Books added to the shelves dur operating more and more boldly all
mistress of finance, Cora Knights; Proceeds from the supper, beano
along the China coast. This is his bert.
protector, Audrey Woodcock; guard, and the auctioning-off of nylon ing the month:
Tomorrow is Another Day, by W. breath-taking story, of how the 55Marked For Murder, by Bret Hal
Elizabeth Thurston; and past chief, stockings amounted to $68, the ma
R. Burnett, is the story of Lonnie vear-old Naval Commander was liday.
Elizabeth Grafton. Mrs. Blanche jor portion of which will be donated Drew, a gambler who operates in a
The Border Raiders, by A Leslie.
CLOTHES
listed as "officially dead” because
Wilson was pianist.
Vengeance Valley, by Roy Man
to the Snow Bowl maintenance Middle Western city, of his friend the Japs had reported his capture
These past chiefs assisted: Kath fund.
Jack Pool, a Greek gambler, and of and execution, of how »he had ning.
SHOP
erine Crawford, Ora Woodcock,
Message From a Corpse, by Sam
Camden Commandery, K. T., is to the beautiful Mary Donnell, with escaped and been flown to Admiral
ROCKLAND
,
Alice Linekin, Rose Robinson, Olive have an open house for the Sir whom both Pool and Lonnie are in, Nimitz with all the vital informa uel Merwin.
A
Dancing
Heart,
by
Emily
Noble.
love.
Their
rivalry
for
the
girl.
Brazier and Carrie Wallace.
Knights and their ladies at Ma Pool’s bitterness against Lonnie tion he had picked up during a
JUST RECEIVED
Outside Eden, by I. S. Rorick.
The
nine
new
officers
received
NEW ARMY
sonic hall tomorrow night. A ban when Lonnie married her, and her three-year imprisonment. A real
She Came Back, by Patricia
life adventure story.
nosegays in colors appropriate to quet will be served at 6 30 under di
Wentworth.
slick
and
daring
coup
at
the
rate
The BOW S. (the Barretts of
Work Rubbers
their station, presented by Joan rection of Finlay Calder, assisted by
tracks, make up this humorous, Wimpole Street) by Margalo GillGrafton,
Jean
Anderson,
Ruth
BarFIRST QUALITY*
the "Knit-Wits.’’ Following the hard-hitting narrative. It is one of more. It’s hard to tell who the
6-INCH HEIGHT
low, Mildred Young, Debra Graf- supper there will be an entertain the author’s best.
real stars are in this story, Kath
ROCKPORT
WORTH $2.75
CO
. ton, Irving Bracy, Jr„ Wayne ment by Walter Johnson of the The King's General, by Daphne arine Cornell and Brian Aherne. or
SPECIAL
*,UJ
Thompson, Allen Young and Wayne Camden School of Music and Miss Du Maurier. This story begins on a the wonderful G. I audience they
E A CHAMPNEY
Sawyer, while Mrs. Ruby Allen sang Grace Lenfest, harpist. There will bright December day in 1631, a great played to overseas. The authors
FIRST QUALITY ARMY
Correspondent
day
for
Honor
Harris,
for
not
only
3-BUCKLE RUBBER
have
a
rollicking
story
to
tell,
there
’
s
the installation ode.
also be card playing and dancing.
was it her 18th birthday, but that a real romance, an amusing visit
The proclamation was given by
Miss Louise Dickens will leave
Overshoes
Tel. 2229
Mrs. Blanche Everett as grand man Wednesday for New York City evening, at the Duke of Bucking with Gertrude Stein in Paris, and
ham's
reception,
she
saw
Richard
many
other
episodes
about
the
U.
S.
LOW
ager. Gifts were presented to the where she will take a year’s course
Grenville for the first time, and Army, both touching and funny. It
PRICE
Mrs. George Hyler is a patient at
installing officers and aides and Mrs. of study at Columbia University.
SPECIAL
though she disliked him instantly, is tlie story of a tour which began Knox Hospital.
Alice Linken by Mrs. Ina Keizer.
something about him held her at as an adventure in the theatre and
A musical program was presented
Harvey Crockett, who has been
tention.. What follows is the love became an adventure in friendship.
Men’s Shorts
which included piano solos by Constationed
in the South Pauific area
The Beleaguered City, by Alfred
story of the General and the lady
CAMDEN TAXI
FULL CUT
! stance Knights, Eleanor Glidden,
for
21
months,
has been, discharged
whom he never married, told as if H. Bill. This book contains ten
SANFORIZED
Day Phone 409 and 460
and Charlene Spaulding; a violin
chapters
reconstituting
the
everyday
from
the
service
at Fort. Devens and
it happened yesterday instead of
3-SNAP BUTTONS
Night Phone 409
I duet by Joanne Young and Carl
300
years ago. The scene of most life of a capital city close behind is is at home.
EXCELLENT
C. P. DAVIS
of the action is the great castle of the fighting fronts of a prolonged
Morse; a vocal selection by Donna
Russell Staples. Jr., celebrated his
QUALITY_______
8*11
Menabilly
where Miss Du Maurier war. From original sources, Mr 14th birthday Monday. Those pres
Carroll.
Bill discloses how people of every
lives today.
VICTORY
Refreshments were served.
ent were Edward Ausplund, Jr,
The River Road, by Frances Park class, government officials, negroes,
Bruce MaoFarland, Walter and Wil
Athletic Shirts
inson Keyes. The author gives us soldiers, etc., lived during those
another romantic and dramatic years and what they thought and liam Lermond, Richard Whitney,
YOUR TREES
INGRAIN
novel, a story of the boyou country said. Mr. Bill was awarded an* Al Philip Grant and Robert Annis of
59c
LISLE
of Louisiana whose people and tra fred A. Knopf-Fellowship in History Rockland.
Can be Braced and Cabled and
Dangerous Limbs Removed as
ditions she knows so well. In it for this work.
MEN’S
The Johnson Society will meet
insurance against storm damage
Patton:
Fighting
Man*
by
William
WINTER HEAVY
she
tells
the
story
of
the
people
Wednesday
with Miss Marion Weid
We Carry One of the Most
to your property.
who live along the River Road, B. Mellor, Jr. General Pattons man.
Complete Tire Stocks in
For honest advice and estimation
Unionsuits
planters, peddlers, politicians, field career was extraordinary from the
Mrs Orra Burns will entertain
of cost on all types of Tree work
hands, and poor whites. She tells, start, and the start came early
the State.
LONG SLEEVES
EVES
call
the
G. W Club Thnrsday.
NGTH
ANKLE LENGTH
too, the story of Belle Heloise, the When he was only seven, he could
ALL SIZES IN
Lieut..
Maurice Miller, who has
QUALITY
read
military
maps,
and
he
already
Harry A. Goodridge great sugar plantation owned by
GRADE 1 TIRES
AT
the D’Alvery family for generations, knew he would be a soldier The been stationed on the Pacific coast,
AND MOST SIZES IN
ARBORIST
LOW PRICE_________
and of how, with the changing author has consulted the records, has been discharged from the armed
ROCKPORT
2120,
Box 328
e GRADE 3 TIRES
7*10 world of the 20s and 30s, alien ele the General, and the General's service and is spending a short va
80% WOOL
ments crept into the closed circle family and friends, and he tells a cation at his home.
Prompt
Recapping
Service
HEAVY SHAKER
SEE US FOR YOUR
Rev. James W Barr is spending
TIRE PROBLEMS
Sweaters
a
few days in Bangor.
95-T-tf
FOR
The
Baptist Ladies' Circle will
3.98
MEN
meet Wednesday with JMrs. Nina
MILLER'S GARAGE
Carroll.
CHILDREN’S
XX
XX
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RHEUMATISM
Now for the first time "MY FORMU
LA 21“ is available to the general
public. For 15 years I have success
fully used "MY FORMULA" In my
private practice and it was sold only
by prescription at a much higher
price. Now I want sufferers every
where to benefit and I am offering
it direct without prescription.
“MY FORMULA" is applied exter
nally and helps relieve all kinds of
muscular aches and pains. It is ab
solutely guaranteed to give you re- «■
lief and It the first bottle doesn't
help, return the empty bottle and
I will refund your money prompt
ly A 2 oz. bottle of "MY FORMU
LA 21" costs only $1 00 prepaid di
rect to your door.
Mail your dollar blU today, right
now and get relief. No C. O D. or
ders.

Latin
Rhythms
meant
for Love.
Become
Syi

My Formula Laboratory, Inc.
Box 532G,

Lewiston, Maine

“WORLD’S FAMOUS”

MASTERKRAFT”
OIL BURNER
INSTALLATIONS
»

HOT WATER

FOR

STEAM

HOT AIR

CLEAN HEAT!
DEPENDABLE HEAT!
EFFICIENT,.AUTOMATIC HEAT!
Installed With 275 Gal. Tank And Complete Controls
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
AT

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
JOHN H. MILLER. Owner

WALDOBORO

•

ROCKLAND
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Mrs. Lizzie French will entertain
Helen, 10-year-old daughter of
EFA Club Wednesday afternoon at Mr. and Mrs. Forest Pinkerton,, Simthe home of Mrs. Carl Freeman, mcns street, is making good re
covery from an appendectomy at
Glen Cove.
Knox Hospital.
1st Lieut. Grace H. Russell of the
Mrs. Beverly E. Holt and son
Army Nursing Corps is visiting ner
mother, Mrs Charles D. North, “Jimmie’’ and Mrs. Brooks E. Bow
-while on terminal leave. Lieut. Rus- den of Portsmouth, N. H., visited
Lsell served in the Army hospitals Mrs. Robert E. Gregory at the week
for 30 months, and was stationed In end. Mrs. Holt is a member of the
England. France an,d Germany. At staff of the American Red Cross at
tiie expiration of her leave she will the U. S. Naval Hospital in Ports
mouth, N. H.
resume civilian nursing.
The Rubinstein Club will dedi
cate a program to "Music and Hos
pital,” a department of the Federa
tion of Music Clubs, at its open
meeting in the Universallst vestry
Friday at 8 o’clock. Music levers
desiring to attend may contact
Mrs. Raymond K. Greene or any
club member. Mrs. Grace M„
Stro-ut is chairman of a well chosen
program consisting of vocal and
instrumental numbers followed by
a pageant of Allied and Associate
Nations. A collection for the bene
fit of the cause will be taken

Tonian Circle of the Universallst
Church will meet Wednesday in the
church parlor following the circle
supper.
Mrs. Lucy Risser's 6th Grade bail
room dancing class enjoyed a Hobo
Party last night at the Tower Room,
Four-year-old Verna iStudley entain.ed with dancing and Lucy Lewis
won the prize for the best costume.
Mr and Mrs. Erwin M. Spear left
Saturday to spend a two-months
stay at Delray Beach, Fla. Mr. and
Mrs. Earl C Perry accompanied
them to New York where they will
spend a few days together
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Buzzell of
Westbrook have been visiting her
parents, Mr and Mrs. Melvin Pen,dexter. at 18 Masonic street.
Teacher of Piano, Mabel F. Lamb
32 School street or call at Ford
store, 14 Limerock street for infor
mation.
7-10

EXPERT

PIANO TUNING
D THEATRE

Regulating, Repairing, Voicing
Satisfactory Work Guaranteed

DIAL CAMDEN 2444

Lewis B. Cucinotta
PIANO Technician
42 MAIN ST.,
CAMDEN, ME.
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iUMATISM

Three new members were admit
ted to membership in the Auxiliary
of Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post
last night—Mrs. Ruth Cross, Mrs.
Mary Connolly and iMrs. Jennie Pietroski. The auxiliary will serve a
series of public suppers in the Le
gion hall, the first of which will be
Feb. 9. Refreshments with Mrs.
Alice Walker and Mrs. Anna Varrichio as chairmen.

MRS. SHERMAN H. BENNER
Lillie Bell Benner, devoted wife
of Sherman H. Benner, Port Clyde,
died Jan. 14, at her home. She was
bom in St. George Oct. 9, 1880,
daughter of James and Sarah Jones
Crocker.
Mrs. Benner was a devoted
mother and a highly esteemed
friend and neighbor. She never
failed to lend a helping hand to
anyone to whom she could be of
service. Her presence will be sadly
missed.
Surviving are her husband, foui
daughters, Mrs. William Merrill of
Wollaston^ Mass. Mrs. Norman
Thompson of Matlnicus, Mrs. Wes
ton Thompson of Newagen, and
Mrs. Arline Lavis of Port Clyde;
three sons, Horace of Rockland,
Lewis of Friendship, and Henry of
Port Clyde; and three brothers,
Ed. C. Jones of Washington, Joseph
Wall of Miami, Fla.. Bert Wall of
Bristol, R. I., and one sister, Lucy,
Wall of Bristol, R. I., 26 grandchil
dren and five great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at the
Advent Christian Church of which
she was an alnioss life-long mem
ber. Rev. Robert Fillinger, pastor,
officiated. linemens was in South
Parish cemetery.
Those from out of town attend
ing the funeral were- Mr ard Mrs.
Ed. C. Jones, ano son Norman of
Washington, Bert Wall of Bristol,
R I„ Mrs. William Merrill of Wol
laston Mass, Mr. and Mrs. Weston
Thompson of Newagen, Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Benner and daughter
Doris, son John Carver of Rock
land, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Benner of
Friendship, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Freemen of Tenant’s Harbor, Mr.
and Mrs. Stillman Havener of
Friendship, Mrs. Augustus Snow
man, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Snowman,
of Rockland, Mr. .and Mrs. Henry
Lowell of Tenant's Harbor.

Copies of the Centennial Edition,
issued Jan. 22 are scarce and this
office will pay 10c each for complete
copies. This matter can best be
handled by telephoning to this office
so that our carrier boys may collect
the papers cr handing, them to the
boys themselves. A list of the 11
boys and their telephone numbers
was published in the issue of Jan.
26.
War-time exigencies, when the
first sections of the big edition was
printed last October prevented the
printing of the number hoped for
and it was useless to print more
copies than the original number on
the later sections. The result is
that many customers and persons
who wish copies of this memorable
issue will be forced to go without
unless a considerable number of
once-read papers are returned.
These used copies will provide
"tear sheets,” proofs of insertion of
advertisements and other technical
uses thus freeing first-run papers
for customers.
The need is urgent and speed is
essential. It might be admitted
that while we name the carrier
boys as the first line of collectors
we will cheerfully pay a dime each
to anyone bringing in papers.

The following is cut from a letter
from Cecil A. Copping. Lcs Angeles,
and will interest many friends
here:
Wednesday, Jan. 16, finds me
practicing bassoon, for a side line
job for Warner Bros., starting to
morrow for the picture, “Escape Me
Never,” featuring Ida Lupino and
Errol Flynn—the first of any such
work I have done since I was in
Disney’s’ "Fantasia.”
I had been writing music at Co
lumbia previously but at this mo
ment I wait on immense Stage II
at Warner Bros, for ‘shooting’ of
the orchestra playing in the
theatre pit for some beautiful
ballet suite scone with Erich Korngold's music. We have to be here
at 7, sometimes 8 a.m. for multi
tudinous preparations of lights, dra
peries, costumes, and a thousand and
one details. And my 1900 A. D. mon
key suit and collar and big tie, top
hat and sideburns are my makeup.
One violinist is a Russian count.
All this will keep us busy several
days, so I can’t get home till 7 p.m.

MRS. CHARLES B. DAY
Mrs. Marietta Harriman Day, wife
of former Executive Councillor
Charles B. Day, died Jan. 19 at the
Gardiner General Hospital where
she had been a patient for five
weeks.
Mrs. Day, who with her husband
had operated the Rangeley Lake
Hotel for 18 years, was born in
Searsmont, July 21, 1872. Her early
life being spent in Rockland. She
married Mr. Day 21 years ago after
the death of her first husband,
George R. Pattee of Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Day managed the
DeWitt Hotel in Lewiston for many
years as well as the Rangeley Lake
Hotel.
They had lived in Richmond for
the past 15 years where Mrs. Day
was a member of Fort Richmond
Chapter, D-A.R., Mt. Carmel Chap
ter, O.E.S.; she was also a member
of the New England Hotel Women’s
Relief Association.
She is survived by her husband;
two cousins, Mrs. N. F. Cobb of
Rockland and Mrs. Alfred Hanscom
of Winter Haven, Fla.
Funeral services were held at her
home on Pleasant street, Dr. Alex
ander Cairns officiating.
The honorary bearers were David
Ames, Lee Bishop, Joseph Randlette
and Solon Purintou. The active
bearers, Dr. Raymond Libby, Harold
Wade, Harry Woodbury and Harold
Ames. The body was placed in the
Evergreen tomb and interment will
be made in the spring in Lewiston.
—Richmond Bee.

MAURICE SPLAINE

Maurice (Spaine, a familiar figure
in Union, died after a short illness
Jan. 23, aged 87 years.
Funeral services were held Sunday
in the Methodist Church, where he
and his wife were one time mem
bers.
The deceased was born in Clon
mel, Waterford County, Ireland.
In 1898 he came to Union, was an
expert gardener. His wife, Elmira
Butler, a native of Union (lied after
10 years of married life.
Respected by all, a gentleman, he
will be missed by his neighbors and
friends.
He leaves no relatives in this
vicinity.

MRS. SOPHRONIA CLOSSON
A telegram received here last
night announced the dath of Mrs.
Sophronia Closson, at the home of
her niece, Mrs. Fred Schlendering
Placentia, Calif., after two months’
illness. Deceased was a former
resident of the Head of the Bay but
had made her home in California
the past 18 years. Mrs. Schlender
ing will accompany the remains to
Rockland in the Spring.

1st Lieut. Ensio W. Matson of
St. George has 'been discharged
from the Army at Fort McPherson,
Ga., after serving 60 months, four
of which were overseas in the Eu
MRS. CHARLES M. LAWRY
ropean, African and Pearl Harbor
Funeral services were held yester
theatres.
/
day morning at St. Peter's Episco
pal Church for Mrs. Viva H. Lawry
We carry all types of Acousticon with Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon offi
batteries.
Huston-Tuttle, Rock ciating.
Burial was in Seaview
land.
9-12 cemetery.
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Mrs. Lawry, a life-long resident
Send Five Questions, $1.00 and
Subcribe to The Courier-Gazette of Rockland was a daughter of
Stamped Envelope to
83.00 a year
Charles and Cora (Day) Dodge.
REV. RUTH MATHIAS
12 Third St, Bangor, Maine.
Surviving are two sons, Miltcn W.
5-tf
and Richard E. and a daughter,
Mrs. Alice Freeman, all of Rock
land; two sisters, Miss Alice Dodge
to relievo stuffiness, invite
TODAY and WEDNESDAY
of Rockland and Mrs. Benjamin
Smalley of Thomaston and two
brothers, Ernest Dodge of Attle
Tim WERE
boro, Mass., and Earl Dodge of
if nose fills up
Rockport;
four
grandchildren,
EXPENDABLE
Earl Jr., Richard, Sandra and Da
?OBIdT
JOHN
vid Freeman, all of Rockland and
MONTGOMERY • WAYNE
• . V G M
-t
her
husband, Charles M. Lawry of
It’s wonderful how a little Va-tro-nol
up each nostril relieves stufTy transient Rockland.

Sleep

first time "MY PORMU•vallable to the general
15 years I have successMY FORMULA ' in nay
tice and it was sold only
ion at a much higher
I want sufferers everynefit and I am offering
lthout prescription.
ULA" is applied exterelps relieve all kinds of
dies and pains. It is abranteed to give you rethe first bottle doesn't
the empty bottle and
id your money promptbottle of "MY FORMU,s only $100 prepaid olr door.
dollar bill today, right
1 relief. N„ C. O D. or-
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congestion. Also relieves distress of
head colds! Follow directions in folder.
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LIONS CLUB CHARITY SHOW
JOYCE REYNOLDS, ROBERT HUTTON
ANN HARDING. EDWARD ARNOLD
In
That National Joy Show

“JANIE”

„

Pcie

The semi-annual meeting and
get-together of Ingraham Bible
Class took place at the church,
when Rev. Lynn V. Farnsworth, of
Camden, was guest speaker. These
musical numbers were heard as the
first part of the evening's program:
Piano solos by Lieut. Roger W. Dow
and Miss Charlotte Cook; violin
solo, Miss Shirlene McKinney, and
soprano solos by Mrs. Roger W.
Dow, with Lieut. Dow accompanist.
Mr. Farnsworth said that every
one was seeking contentment, and
told of the experiences that he had
had with the rich and poor, those
who were in public life, and others,
and he had found that nearly all
were not satisfied, but were seek
ing for still more and more, wheth
er it be riches, fame, or what not.
The exception was a woman, poor,
sick and suffering pain, who put
her trust in God and praised Him
for His goodness to her, notwith
standing those things that made
life hard. He or she who possesses
the peace that Christ promised and
gives has real contentment.
President B. E. St. Clair presided
and Vice President Donald L. Karl
introduced the other participants
on the program. Osmond A. Palm
er led the group in singing and
Pfc. Osmond F. Palmer, led in the
salute to the flag. Rev. Kenneth
H. Cassens offered prayer and gave
a brief inspirational talk, and Rev.
Mr. Farnsworth pronounced the
benediction at the conclusion of
the program.
John L. Stahl of the class, well
known for his ability in the culi
nary line was the chef for the oc
casion, and once more achieved
success in that line. Other mem
bers of the committee were Frank
B. Rokes and Charles H. Morey,
and Miss Jeannette O. Stahl, Mrs.
Willis Stahl, Miss Shirlene McKin
ney and Mrs. Mary E. Hoffses also
assisted.
Rev. Mr. MacDonald present
ed to Mr. Stahl in his usual felici
tous manner, a fountain pen, in
recognition of his services on this
and previous occasions.
These officers were re-elected:
President B. E. St. Clair; vice presi
dent, Donald L. Karl; secretary,
Charles H. Morey; assistant secre
tary, Raphael S. Sherman treas
urer, Edmund A. Wotton; teacher,
Frank H. Ingraham; assistant
teacher, Leslie A. Packard; song
leader, Earl P. Bell; pianist Miss
Avis Williamson.
There were over 50 present.
Fred M. Kittredge, w’ho has been
unable to be present, in the class,
for some time, by reason of Illness,
was recently presented with a 50year medal from the Masonic
Grand Lodge of Maine, he having
been a member of Piscataquis
Lodge, No. 44, F.AJM ,at Milo, since
1896

The Sole Survivor

This And That

"Cloak and Dagger” during the
war, became the unofficial symbol
| of the automobile industry and we
wai to find out what is new in tire
new cars of tomorrow.
• • • •
The United States in 1944 pro
duced as much oil as the whole
world in 1935.
• • # *

realizes that 24,832 were killed last

season by hunters. Think what«a
saving in “meat market purchases”
this means to cur State and other
States.
• • • •
•
Nature is not in need of intem
perance to exert full force and
vigor.
• * » *

Compassion is a virtue; generosity
makes hearts tender and Christlike in dealings with others.
• * • •
The women of tiie Fiji Islands
are sending to London cases of
knitted wear for the war victims. A
worthy example to this country.
• • • •
May God give us men and women
of true hearts and minds as need
ed in times like this. Great hearts,
true faith ready hands, men whom
the lust of office does not kill, men
whom the spoils of efflee cannot
buy, men who possess staunch
hearts, honor and opinions worthy.
Men not spoiled by the use and
desire for strong drink.
♦ * * •

A man has invented a device for
looking through walls. Gracious!
What Is it like? A window?
• • ♦ #

FOR A GUEST BOOK
‘
By S. Weir Mitchell
[In Century Magazine for August
(
1906)
A beck of guests! May it include
The wise, the witty and the shrewd
And such as own the double art
That makes them friends of head
and heart.
May those who stand recorded here
Grow dearer with each added year:
Acquaintance into friendship grow
And friendship ever brighter glcw.
Old friends are best, we lightly say.
But as they fall upon the way—
COLBY A. MOORE
Colby A. Moore died at his home Keep full the ranks with newer
friends,
on Willow street, January 17, after
Till
time the adjective amends.
a long period of failing health.
He was born in Hope, April 20, And if old friends still seem the
best,
1868, son of the late William P. and
Rhoda A. Moore. He was a black The adage should be thus expressed,
smith by trade and operated a shop Friends are not best because they’re
old.
here for several years. For 23 years
he was employed by the Rockland But best, because the years that
rolled,
and Rockport Lime Co.
After the death of his wife, The years that try and mar and
mend
t.
Martha, in, November, 1943 from the
Shock of which he never fully re Have proved them with the titlecovered, he retired. He was a man
friend.
• * • •
beloved and respected by all who
knew him, both young and old, and Where are you going, Great Heart?
"To break down old dividing
he will be greatly missed.
lines;
Funeral services were held at the
To carry out my Lord’s designs;
Burpee Funeral Home, Jan. 21, with
To build again God’s broken
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald officiat
shrines,”
ing. The flowers were beautiful,
testifying to the esteem in W’hich Then God go with you Great-Heart!
he was held. The bearers were
—John Oxenham.
• * ♦ *
Robert Bowley, Donald Bowley,
The Lewiston Journal had re
Leon Fickett, and Herman Hart.
Mr. Moore survived by a daughter, cently this interesting item:
“A recent ahd much appreciated
Mrs. Gladys Thomas of Rockland;
a granddaughter, Mrs. Ruth Brown addition to the Ncrdica Memorial
of Akron, Ohio; two sisters, Mrs. collection of souvenirs at FarmingFlora Dunton of Searsmont and i ton is a biography of Rev. John
Mrs. Elizabeth Bowley of South Allen, better known as "CampMeeting John,” written by Rev.
Montville.
Burial was at Oak Grove cemetery Stephen Allen, D., In 1888. This
Searsmont.
life story of Madame Nordica’s
maternal grandfather adds to the
Needlework Lovers rapid growing memorabilia of the
For the reader desiring the address artist. The book is the gift of Mrs.
of a needlecraft magazine, Mrs. L. John W. Nichols.”
K. L., Minnesota, writes: “I’m sure
the needlework lover would like
Aunt Ellen’s WORK-BASKET This
I WANT TO BUY
monthly pattern and di:ection serv
Marble top furniture, rose or
ice brings the latest creations in grape
Hair Cloth covered
handcraft and needlework from the .pieces;carved;
Lamps, with flowered
country’s foremost artists and de shades; China. Vases or Statues
signers. It is SI .CO a year for twelve of boys and girls in pairs; Dropissues, but no samples are sent be leaf Tables, with one or two
cause each Issue contains large hot drawers; ’ What-Not Shelves;
iron transfer patterns as well as Bureaus; Slant-top Desks or
ideas for such items as doilies, edg Secretaries; China or wooden
ings, bedsp^e^ds. tablecloths, hats, Steeple-topped Clocks; Dishes;
bags, and baby’s things. Orders Music Boxes; Prints; Dolls or
should be sent to the WORK- 4-Poster Beds, the taller the
BASKET, 3600 Westport Station. better.
Kansas City 2, Mo." If you are not
delightfully pleased with the first
CARLETON RIPLEY
issue, (Aunt Ellen will return your 38 OLIVER ST.,
ROCKLAND
dollar and you may keep the ma
PHONE 767-W
terial you have received without any
9-tf
obligation.—Adv.

War Veteran Engaged

Helen M. York Only Person George H. Bodman, Former
Living Who Worked On
U. S. Marine, Will Wed
the Old Gazette
Pennsylvania Girl

By K. S. F.

In the newly appointed’ British
Embassy, Mrs. Marjcrie D. Spikes
has been appointed (in charge of
womans affairs, and she will also
have other high chances to show
how much she really knows.
• * • •
The little children who think it
smart to use oaths are far too
many these days. Do they get this
at home?
• • • •
One would think Maine deer would
be scarce next year, when one

V V, V

Helen M. York

Miss Helen M. York of Camden
street is doubtless the only person
now living who was ever connected
with the old Rockland Gazette and
followed along with it through the
various changes of time up to and
including its association with the
Courier and fellowshipped with the
various proprietors and editors,
“Uncle” Johnny Porter, E. E Wortman, Z. Pope Vose, John B. Porter,
W. O. Fuller, Jr., A. H. Jones, H.
M. Lcrd and others, to the present
owners and members of the staff.
Miss York entered the Gazette
office in 1869, an apprentice to the
trade, and as customary in those
days, learned not only to “set
type,” but other phases of the
work, like proof reading, running
job presses, etc., and recalls the eld
caloric engine Uhich furnished
power for the presses, and tells how
the “packing” would frequently
bum out and give anyone a scare.
She well remembers the other
tenants of Custom House Block,
where The Gazette was printed,
and tells a little story of how they
used to torment the life out of
Frank Sacker, an Italian, who had
a barber shop cn the second floor
front. The Gazette office was on
the third floor, but also occupied
the back room of the second story
as a composing room where a group
of girls "set up” the reading mat
ter for the paper.
Often they would have to wait for
Copy, and then with nothing to do
but use up the time would create
quite a racket, and with only a
partition between the rooms would
make it rather hard for tonsorial
work, and used to get on Mr. Sacker’s nerves.
One day when making consider
able noise and shaking around they
heard him coming and one of the
girls, Estelle Snowdeal.a little black
eyed person, sprang to snap the
lock in the door that led out into
the hall before he could get there,
but not being quite quick enough
they met in' the doorway.
Sacker was a handsome man and
stood there, his face fairly livid
with rage, great brown eyes bulging,
and hand upraised holding the open
razor just as he had left the man
in the chair, and shouting: "If
you don’t stoppie you awful noise I
killie you, everyone of you!”
Estelle gave “one shriek and
jumped behind the door and went
into hysterics. And such a time!
An interesting feature of those
days was the way in which com
positors were paid for their work.
It was mostly “piece work” and
each one would retain the copy she
had used during the week. When
the paper came out she would get

Mr. and Mrs. William J. Focht.
655 North Sherman street, Allen
town, Penn., announce the engage
ment of their daughter, Bernadine
C., to George H. Bodman, son of
Mr. and Mrs Charles F Bodman
of 33 Lawn avenue, Rockland.
Miss Focht is a graduate of the
Allentown High School, class of
1941. She is employed as a typist
in the National Coat & Apron Sup
ply Co., Bethlehem, Penn She is a
member of St. Peter’s Reformed
Church, Allentown, Penn.
Mr. Bodman .was recently honor
ably discharged after four years
service in the U. S Marines He
saw action on Cape Gloucester, New
Britain, New Zealand and the Solo
mons, New Guinea and Guadal
canal. He had 27 months of over
seas duty. He attended Rockland
High School until 1941 when he en
listed in the Marines
He is the last of the five sons to
be discharged from the service.
No definite date as yet has been
set for the wedding.
one and with colored pencils mark
whatever she had ‘set,” and be
paid accordingly.
The different sized type was
designated pica, long primer, bour
geois, brevier, minion, nonpareil,
agate and diamond.
Among previous members of The
Courier-Gazette force now living
but retired, are Rose McNamara.
Elizabeth Morey, Edith (Follans
bee) Lord, Caro (Achorn) Mer
riam, Helen (Kalloch) Lothrop,
Dora (Coombs) Curtis, Mary (Ben
ner) Cooper, Annie (Temple) Mor
ton, Augusta (Sherman) Reed,
Amanda (Wood) Glendenning Ruth
Whittemore, Florence (Fitzgerald.
Philbrook. Charlotte (Thompson)
Brackett, Harriet (Burgess) Wolf,
and others.
These are some of the many
pleasant memories of those days
which Miss York enjoys recalling,
along with the happy life-long
friendships which she formed and
which are contirftiing.
,
Miss York remained in The Cou
rier-Gazette’s employ until well ad
vanced in years, always a great lavorite with her employers and fellow
workers; the “lifa of the party”
when there were picnics or other
diversions; always one of the first
to lend sympathy or assistance
when trouble befell any member of
The Courier-Gazette family. To the
survivors she is today "good, old
Helen.”

Members of the W.C.T.U., meet
Friday with the Misses Young for
an all day session, sewing on hos
pital utilities and box lunch at noon.
This meeting was postponed from
last Friday.
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OUR PRIDE AND JOY
Today’s Cherubs of Knox County, Tomorrow’s
the could hear her thoughts so vividly
Men and Women.
expressed without catching her own
NUMBER THREE
Miss Anna Coughlin, was guest earnestness and enthusiasm for
good citizenship and an apprecia
speaker at Senior High assembly, tion for the many advantages of
Tuesday taking as her subject, “In fered in this school.
• • * *
vestment ” She defined investment
as used by a soldier, a poet, a fi
Mrs. Virginia Muzoroll of the
nancier She described the $28, Waldoboro High School faculty was
OCO which is spent yearly in this an, all day visitor at the Home Ec
school as the interest on the citi onomics Department last Monday.
• • • •
zens’ investment, which means
sacrifices on their part. These
Junior High assemDly on Wednes
citizens “invest* their taxes and day consisted of a program of mu
good will in the pupils of this sic and nonsense plays under the
school and it is to the pupils that direction of iMiss Relief A Nichols.
these taxpayers look for the inter Bruce Stratton, acting as master oi
est on their money, when, they be ceremonies, conducted devotional
come good citizens.
exercises and announced the pro
Besides the use of this money, gram as follows:
pupils must add patience and faith
Vocal trio, ‘ Some Sunday Morn
and industry “It's labor that puts ing,” June Demuth, Josephine
you where you want to go,’’ Miss - Gustin, and Virginia Young; “Bee
Coughlin, said. Out of her rich ex Hives.'' a play rwith this cast; “Joe,”
perience of 50 years of teaching, tn Donald (Abbot i Lunt, ’Don,” Carl
speaker illustrated the mistakes of (Costello)Butler; vocal solo, “I’m
pupils in leaving school, the fact Forever Chasing Rainbows,” Bar
that brilliance does not always make bara Woodward; “The Ten Fifteen,”
the best citizen, the necessity oi a play with this cast, a lady, Dorospiritual and moral advancement thy<Katherine Hepburn)Arbo; sta
steadfastness of purpose, and self- tion agent, Bernard (Spencer Tracy)
activity. Tne training for good citi Staples; vocal solo, “Danny Boy,"
zenship is offered in this school; Raymond Pendleton; “One Had A
“the America we love and cherish Gun," a play with this cast;
is not made in Washington but “Blinky,” PauKHumphrey Bogart)
here, and in every village and Sulides; “Smith.” DavidtJon (Hall
town,’’ she said.
Scarlott; piano solo, “Sixth SymThe boys on the school Roll of phony Pathetique.” Corinne Esther
Honor have squared their debt Edwarns; “A Very Light Opera of
■when and (if they come back, one Romeo and (Juliet,’ with this cast:
hundred percent. Miss Coughlin s • “Romeo,” Bradford Sleeper; • Ju
stirring address was listened to with liet,’’ Jeanette Escorsio; chorus
interest; none of her audience ! Janette Sulides, Barbara Clark,
Evelyn Pendleton, Joan Chisholm,
First Row: David, son of Reino Saastomoinen, Warren; David, son of
Rita Hammond. Claire I Brickley,
Henry
Kontio, West Rockport; Dianna, daughter of Donald Borgerson,
Bertha Dondis, Janice Koster, Jean
Rockland.
Merrill, and Elizabeth Herrick.
Second Row: Carl, son of Clifford Achorn, Rockland; Maureen, daugh
ANSWCRCD BY TH€
Authoress, Joanne Gardiner; con ter of Roger Morse, Thomaston; David, son cf Maynard Ames, Rockland.
Third Row: Bonnie, daughter of Austin Billings, Rockland; Doris Jean,
VOICE/PROPHECY ductor, Richard Jones; accompanist
daughter
of Everett Draper, South Warren; Katheryn, daughter of Alois
INTEMNATIONAL BIBLE BILOADCASTEE.
Donna Gardner.
-----------------Kunesh. Rockland.
• • • •
*
Fourth Row: Donald, son of Erold Holdnestrom, Rockland; Deanna,
The
Home
Economics
girls
have
daughter
of Harry Allard, Rockland; Eugene, son of Edward Colson,
Question—I was reading I John
2:1, 2 and found the word “propi completed their first 18 weeks oi Rockland.
tiation.” What does it mean?
work and this time the Senior High
Answer—It means a sacrifice or classes exchange rooms with the
the East, following her induction at
Star Installation
atonement for our sins.
the Altar, she was escorted by her
Junior High classes Now Senior
Q.—Did Jesus cleanse the temple
High will work in the clothing lab
son, Richard and was presented with
more than once?
Mrs. Pauline H. Hutchinson
oratory,
and
the
Junior
High
in
the
an arm bouquet of red carnations
A.—Yes. There was one cleansing
Heads Golden Rod Chapter by her young daughter Janice.
at the beginning of His ministry foods laboratory.
• • • •
(Mark 11:15-17) and another near
Coming Year
Mrs. Hutchinson expressed her
(he close (John 2:13-17).
The Caesar class enjoyed seeing
thanks to the members for her elec
Q.—Does the Bible teach that we pictures of Pompeii and Vesuvius,
Mrs. Pauline Hutchinson was in
tion to the office of worthy matron
should have singing in our public
shown thru the delineoscope on the stalled Worthy Matron of Golden
worship?
and appointed the following com
A.—The answer is in Psalm 100: streen, Wedn»,day. These pictures Rod chapter O.E.S. at ceremonies mittees for the coming year: In
4, 2: “Enter into His gates with and a piece of lava from Pompeii held Friday night at the Masonic quiry, Mrs. Doris Jordan, Mrs. Ivy
thanksgiving, and into His courts were brought by Naomi Withington
Chatto and Raymond Watts; resolu
with praise: be thankful unto Him of the senior class, whose father Temple before a large audience.
and bless His name. Serve the Lord brought them to her from one of Miss Flora J. Savage, retiring tions, Leroy Chatto; visiting. Ward
1, Mrs. Vivian Harden and Mrs.
with gladness: come before His
worthy matron, and William E.
his trips there in 1934.
Gertrude Jordan; Ward 2, Mrs.
presence with singing.’’
• • • •
Koster, retiring worthy patron were Muriel Drinkwater and Mrs. Laura
Q.—Why did God restrict the
Juniors and Seniors of Rockland the installing officers assisted by Maxey; Ward 3, Mrs. Ruth Pendle
worship in the temple to the Is
raelites?
High School will make a trip to Mrs. Gertrude Booay as marshal ton and Mrs. Carolyn Stewart;
A.—He didn’t. Isaiah 56:7: “Even Washington, D. C. April 13-18, at a
Ward 4, Mrs. Virginia Knight and
them will I bring to My holy moun total cost of $65 per pupil. The and Mrs. Doris Jordan as chaplain.
Mrs. Clara Watts; Ward 5, Mrs.
Other
officers
installed
were
tain, and make them joyful in My
itinerary
and
those
who
have
Virginia
Chatto and Mrs. Millie
i
Leland
W.
Drinkwater,
worthy
house of prayer: their burnt offer
signed
to
go
will
appear
in
the
next
. patren; Mrs. Virginia Chatto, as Thomas; Ward 6, Mrs. Elzada Bar
ings and their sacrifices shall be
accepted upon Mine altar; for Mine issue.
sociate matron; Miss Katherine A. stow and Mrs. Sadie Griffin; Ward 7
house shall be called an house of
Veazie, secretary; Mrs. Elizabeth Mrs. Dorothy Baxter and Mrs. Eva
prayer for all people.” “Even them”
Seavey, conductress; Miss Emma Wisner; Ingraham Hill, Mrs. Cora
The Black Cat
—that is. the sons of the stranger,
I
Harding,
associate conductress; Mrs. Smith; Thomaston, Mrs. Matie
or Gentile peoples. "Also the sons
(Continued from Page One)
I
Elzada
Barstow,
chaplain; Mrs. Spaulding. Ushers for the evening
of the stranger, that join them
carried
in
his
upper
coat
pocket
the
Marjorie
'Cummings,
marshal; Mrs. were Roy Danielson, Mellen Deshon,
selves to the Lord, to serve Him,
other
day
six
well
sharpened
lead
Alta Dimick, organist: Mrs. Marion Gerald Grant and Bernard Gray.
and to love the name of the Lord,
to be His servants, every one that pencils, three fountain pens anti Goss. Adah; Mrs. Barbara Crudell,
Following the ceremonies a re
keepeth the Sabbath from polluting three cigars. I wonder if he had a Ruth: Mrs. Virginia Knight. Esther; ception to the new officers was held
It, and taketh hold of my covenant.” match to go with the cigars.
Mrs. Vivian Harden, Martha; Mrs. in the dining room and refresh
Verse 6.
Evelyn Goodnow, Electa; Mrs. ments were served by Mrs. Matie
Q.—If a person has visions or
Robert Mills of The Courier-Ga Muriel Drinkwater. warder; William Spaulding, Mrs. Florence Philbrook,
dreams, and his predictions come
to pass, doesn't that prove that he zette carrier force says that the an P. Seavey, sentinel. Mrs. Millie Mrs. Alice Comstcck, Mrs. Ivy
swer to the fox and dog problem is Thomas, treasurer and Winfield L. Chatto, Mrs. Grace Rollins, Mrs.
is of God?
A.—Let the Bible answer. “If 3400 feet.
Chatto, associate patron will be in Vincie Clark and Mrs. Carolyn
there arise among you a prophet, or
Stewart.
stalled later.
a dreamer of dreams, and giveth
One year ago: Nathan BerliawDecorations in the Chapter room,
thee a sign or a wonder, and the
CALLED UNION FOR AID
sky of the Thorndike Hotel Com the work of Walter Morse, of the
sign or the wonder come to pass,
North Warren, Jan. 29.
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COMING TO NEW ENGLAND*
BY THE END OF 1946

ENOUGH

NEW TELEPHONES
TO SERVE

A CITY OF

350,000
PEOPLE..
*By New Fnjtland, in this advertisement, we mean the territory
served by this company . . . New England txctpt Connecticut.

The installations planned for 1946 call not
only for new telephones, but for new central
office equipment, more wires and cables, new
land and buildings. The job will be spread over
five New England states . . . will cover 58,307
square miles ... will include hundreds of com
munities, each with its special requirements. It’s
like building the complete telephone plant
for a city of 350,000 . . . but vastly more com
plex, considering the wide area covered and
the number of individual problems involved.
This big construction program has already
enabled us to fill thousands of requests for tele
phone service. By late summer, we hope to fill
all orders now on hand, and many, of course,
will be filled long before that time.
About $35,000,000 will be invested in new
telephone plant this year. It will give New
England some 100,000 more telephones than
it had in 1945. It will put more people than
ever within reach of your telephone.
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Enjoy your favorite sport at its best

■‘
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’ A*

delight in leisurely hours on sun-drenched beaches or in our

private solarium. This distinguished hotel caters to guest*

who demand the best in appointments—service and cuisine.
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW FOR MARCH AND APRIL

PALM BEACH HOTEL
PALM BEACH. FLOBIDA
# JAMES J. FARRELL. M|f. • WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND RATES

PeptirCola Company, Long /gland City, N. Y.
FRVNC#!$ED BOTTLER; PEPSI COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AC^I{^

NEW ENQIANP TELEPHONE & ISWQRAPli SQMPAMX

